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Clinton Endorses Bill to
Ban Anti—Gay Hiring Bias

Wiles

Newly elected treasurer ofthe Bluff City Sports Association David Whitehead solicits input from the teams on
what they would like to see the board do to increase individual and team participation this season. See pg. 11.

job discrimination have no legal
recourse, in either state or federal
By Diane Duston
courts," he said. "This is wrong."
Associated Press Writer
Several Justices Express Doubts About
The bill would exempt small
businesses, the military, religious
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi—
organizations and educational in—
dent Clinton announced his support
Oct. 20 for legislation that would bar — stitutions that are substantially
controlled or supported by reli—
most job discrimination against ho—
gious organizations.
mosexuals. "This is wrong," he said
"The provision, which I believe
of such bias, becoming the first
is
essential,
respects the deeply
president to endorse a bill on the
held religious beliefs of many
politically charged issue.
Americans," said Clinton.
"Individuals should not be.denied
The measure also would not re—
a job on the basis of something that
quire
employers to provide equal
has no relationship to their ability to
perform their work," said Clinton in — benefits to the same—sex partners
of employees. Stephanopoulos —
a letter to Sen. Edward Kennedy, D—
said Clinton does not support fed—
Mass., a sponsor of the measure.
eral sanctioning of same—sex mar—
The endorsementis part of a con—
riage.
—
<
~ tinuing effort by Clintonto end dis—
"It‘s a reaffirmation of his fun—
crimination against homosexuals,
damental and core belief that we
presidential adviser George
as a society should free ourselves
Stephanopoulos said later to the
from the negative forces of dis—
National Lesbian and Gay Journal—
crimination and bigotry," said
ists Association.
Kennedy.
i
j
Stephanopoulos said the admin—
He pointed out that laws al—
istration had "brought Gay and Les—
ready exist against discrimination
bian issues out of the closet and into
based on race, religion, gender and
the open."
disability.
;
The proposed Employment Non—
Twenty—nine senators are co—
Discrimination Act, sponsored by
sponsoring the Senate bill and over
Sens. Kennedy and James Jeffords,
100 House members are backing
R—Vt., and Rep. Gerry Studds, D—
the House version.
Mass., would prohibit job discrimi—
Kennedy said half the members
nation, quotas or preferential
of
the
committee with jurisdiction
treatment on the basis of sexual ori—
over
the
measure in the Senate
entation.
support it, putting it "a lot further
Approval of the bill seems un—
along" than many bills. In the
likely in the Republican—controlled
Congress, but the president‘s an— House, however, the bill has not
even received a hearing.
nouncement was received enthusi—
Rep. Barney Frank, D—Mass.,
astically by its supporters there.
one of three openly Gay members
Clinton noted that in 41 states,
job discrimination on the basis of of Congress, said Clinton‘s en—
dorsement of the legislation was
sexual orientation is legal.
"Men and women in those of "historic proportions."
He said that just as John
states may be fired from their jobs
Kennedy
was the first president to
solely because of their sexual ori—
actively
work
to change laws dis—
entation, even when it has no bear—
criminating against black people,
ing on their job performance,"
Clinton is the first to do the same
Clinton said in his letter.
"Those who face this kind of for Gays.
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Colorado Amendment
theirThehair,"
heargued
added.Oct. 10 did not
this,"
Justice Anthony
M. Kennedy
By
Laurie
Asseo
case
told
Colorado
Solicitor
General
Associated Press Writer Timothy M. Tymkovich, who ar— address the morality or legality of
homosexuality orGay conduct. But
guedforreinstatingtheamendment.
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Sev—
thejustices‘ruling,expectedbyJuly,
"Heretheclass(ofhomosexuals)
eral Supreme Court10abouta1992
justices ex— seems to be adopted for its own mayindicatetheirviewsonthecon—
presseddoubtsOct.
validitythatofletthestates
high outlaw
court‘s
sake,"
Kennedy
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Coloradoconstitutionalamendment
1986
ruling
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that"special
banned protection"
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alscrimination.
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___The
court‘smostim—
the
be
could
duct
to
lendbookstoGays.
The Colorado amendment, ap— And Justice John Paul Stevens portant Gay—rights ruling in a
provedby53.4percentofthestate‘s
decade.
asked,"Whatistherationalbasisfor
voters,
would
cancel
ordinances
in
lawyerforthe
the
people
outside
ofAspen
telling
Denver, Boulder and Aspen that thepeopleinAspentheycannothave citiesJeanandE. Dubofsky,
homosexuals
who chal—
protect
Gays
against
bias
in
hous—
lenged
the
Colorado
amendment,
this
nondiscrimination
provision?"
ing,employmentandpublicaccom— Justice Antonin Scalia appeared saidtheprovision isinvalidbecause
modations.Italsowouldbarthestate
it deprives atogroup
ofpeople
ofthe
more sympathetic to Tymkovich‘s opportunity
and
local
governments
from
enact—
seek
protection
from
argumentthatordinancesprotecting
~ingsuch
protections
in
the
future.
discrimination.
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Gays
againstbias
in
housing,
em—
The
amendment
out ployment and public accommoda— Gay rights advocates say local
bysaiditdeniedhomosexualsanequal
Colorado‘s
highestwasthrown
court, which
lawsnospecial
provide
tionsconstitute"special
protection." anti—discrimination
civil
rightsprotectionbut
"They
are
lawsthatprovidespe
voiceingovernment.
Ithasnotbeen cial protection tothat particularcat— privileges. The voters‘ approval of
enforcedbecausei
t
wasimmediately
the amendment led Gay activists to
egoryofperson,"Scaliasaid.People
challengedincourtbyGay
menand
organizeaboycottofColoradotour—
are
not
entitled
to
such
protection
if
women
andwould
the three
cities whose they are rejected forajob "because ism that cost about $40 million in
ordinances
be
canceled.
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"I‘ve never seen a statute like you don‘t like the way they comb convention business.
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new law.to
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differently
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said—in
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that
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and
to
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before
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"other
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By
the
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were
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a
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not.
which
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Opinions expressed in editorials and

That‘s Your Opinion!
By Allien Cook
TIN Co—Editqr
Obviously, Mike Morgan touched a few
nerves with last month‘s opinion piece
titled "A League of Their Own. Are They
Ready?"
It is sometimes amazing to us that thmgs

we write can get so misread and create ill
will.
You‘d probably be surprised to know
that there was much discussion about
Mike‘s piece before it was published. Mike
didn‘t want to name team names; he felt.
that information was really irrelevant. We
felt he should.
In the end, we all agreed that Mike‘s
point of "Let‘s forget all this political ani—
mosity shit and just play ball" theme was
appropriate. If someone else wanted to
. name names, they would probably write a
letter to the editor.
Well, as you will see below, that‘s ex—
actly what has happened.
Despite what appeared to be an attempt
to exclude the two existing teams from the _
formation of a new fall league, a settle—
ment seems to have been reached with rep—
resentatives of those teams electedto the
board of the new association.
Regardless of the intent of the organiz—

ers, it seems that a consensus has been
reached and all parties are going forward.
Some are participating in the fall league,
others are waiting until spring.
In any case, it is the Gay/Lesbian com—
munity which will benefit. We have long
supported the existing softball teams and
their efforts to garner enough support to
truly have a Memphis league. We hope
that the energy this controversy has engen—
dered will be channeled into positive ri—
valry among the teams in the league. Such
energy should provide hours ofenjoyment
for softball spectators."
~A point that should be made strongly is
that just because a team is sponsored by a
business does not mean that that business
controls the team. Sportsplayers are an
independent lot and actions of teams or
team members should not reflect on the
businesses that support them.
One final point — one we at the Tri—
angle are sensitive about — is that every—
thing that appears on this page or on pages
labeled "Commentary" are opinions.They
«are not articles, they are not news stories
(although they may contain factual mate—
rial). They‘re just somebody‘s opinions. —
And as the old saying goes, "Opinions are
like assholes. Everybody‘s got one."

commentaries are those of the authors

The Triangle Journal News welcomes let— man team to prevent them from forfeiting their
ters from its readers. Letters should be be as games. The players flatly refused. They strongly
short as reasonable and typed ifpossible. Al— objected, and stated that they were members of
though names may be withheld on request, all the Haze, and would only play for the Haze.
letters should be signed and include a phone These players had dedicated countless hours
number for verification. Anonymous letters practicing and fund—raising with the Haze and
will not be printed. All letters are subject to . wanted to play with their team. This fact was
relayed to the leaders of the 8—man team. They
editingfor spelling, punctuation and grammar.
However every effort will be made to main— were livid. They insisted that we flip a coin, to
decide which of our players should beforced to
tain the original intent of the writer.
play with them. Forced? Hello! The last time I
Letters should be mailed to: Triangle Jour—
checked, this was the United States of America:
nal News, P.0. Box 11485, Memphis, TN
a country where the principles of democracy and
38111—0485 or faxed to (901) 454—1411.
freedom reign. I was unaware that adults, or any
citizens, would be forced to do anything against
their wills.
Can‘t We All Just Get
The Haze managers declined to go along with
this ludicrous coin—flipping idea. The week prior
Along?
to the tournament, they had recruited three play—
After reading last month‘s Viewpoint, I be— ers from another Memphis team to play with the
came angry at the inaccurate, vicious, biased, Pirates, bringing their roster from 5 to 8 players.
and banal points expressed by the author of the At that point, we felt as if we had done all we
featured article. I am further angered by the fact could do to help. Unfortunately, the Pirates did
that the Triangle Journal News (a paper noted not feel that way and were forced to forfeit their
for reporting both sides of the story) would print first game. They proceeded to trash the Haze
such an article without offering a voice to those team to the league commissionerandtoanyone __ __
with opposing views. Perhaps the fact that the else who would lend an ear. They also removed
author of the article plays softball with the team «their team from the Bluff City fall league (Mem—
who didn‘t have enough players, and is a staff phis league).
writer for the Triangle Journal News, contrib—
The article then erroneously claimed that
uted to the one—sidedness of that article. There— there was much resentment from the other teams
| . fore, this articlehas beenwritten to express an pantcnpatmginthetoumamem,and uaes
se ommgcpinkﬁn,andtoclarifyafewdiscrep— —
ancies.
rates and Jaguars “to salvage ourCitys
The article [Editor‘s Note: Articles are news reputation." Untrue. The stands were filled with
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stories. Everything on this page is clearly la—
beleda "Viewpoint," hence, an opinion.] started
off by stating that the team (Amnesia Haze) re—
‘~ cruited some ofthe players from other teams after
the end of the previous season. True. What the
author failed to disclose was that those recruited
were disenchanted with their old teams and the —
management of those teams. The previous sea—
son had been filled with infighting, disagree—
ments, and harsh resentments between some of
the players and the team managers. The players
whom the Haze recruited had vowed notto re—"
turn to thoseteams during the following season, ‘
and were actively seeking to join other teams,
teams where they would feel at home, and felt
that their opinions would be respected by the
management. Fortunately they found such a
team: the Amnesia Haze.
The two old teams and the newly formed

team attended the Music City Classic held in
Nashville, Sept. 16 and 17. One of the teams
(Pipeline Pirates) showed up with 8 players, and
the other team (J—Wags Jaguars) showed up with
9 players. The Amnesia Haze showed up with
13 players (we had 16 on our roster). To be eli—
gible for play, a team should have 10 players,
but is allowed to play with 9 people starting. This
rule posed a serious problem for the team with
8 players. They had paid a $300 tournament fee
traveled 200 miles, and were about to be elimi—
nated from the tournament because they didn‘t
have enough players to start. Of coursethis im—
mediately became the problem of the Amnesia
Haze, and it‘s 13 players. A request was made
to the management of the Haze for some of their
players to play with the other teams. Our one
and only all—star player volunteered to play for
the team with 9 players (his former team). The
Haze begged several ofits players to join the 8—

supporters for the Haze. We lost our first game
to an outstanding team, and fought our way out
of the losers‘ bracket. As a matter of fact, the
Haze advanced further than the two other Mem—
phis teams (J—Wagslost aclose game and played $
extremely competitively before beingelimi—
nated). Everyone admired our new uniforms, and
came to watch (including the Jaguars) the only
team with women players kick butt! Our city‘s
. reputation was soiled by the fact that 1 team
showed up without enough players, and then
proceeded to trash a sister team from its own
city. If the managers of the 8—man team had put
as much effort into organizing their team as they
did into organizing a party, perhaps this entire
episode would have been avoided.
The Bluff City fall league has been, nearly
single—handedly, formed by the two managers
of the Amnesia Haze. They have worked long
and hard to bring a Gay league to the commu—
nity. Before the formation of this league, the
teams had to drive 3 hours to Nashville, and 3
hours back home to compete in games. The two
organizers should be commended for their ef—
forts, not criticized and attacked at every oppor—
tunity. They stand accused of stacking the Haze
with good players, and placing mediocre play—
ers on other teams. This simply is not true. The
Haze team was formed from a group who signed
up to play when the managers posted and circu—
lated flyers at Amnesia. No one was booted off
the team or forced to play for another team be—
cause they weren‘t good enough. Everyone had
an opportunity to join the team. The Haze man—
agers did form a second team (sponsored by an—
other establishment) when an abundance of
people started expressing a desire to play in the
See Letters on page 3
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Letters
Continued from page 2
league. The Haze roster had been filled
by that point. Why would we accept
20 extra players when another team
could be formed. That‘s exactly what
happened. In addition, one of the Am—
nesia managers coaches that team. We
are not selfish, self—centered, or self—
serving as the article would lead you
to believe.
By the time this rebuttal is printed,
the parties involved will have met,
along with the MCSA (Nashville)
league commissioner, and hopefully
all issues will be resolved. We wel—
come any dialogue We welcome any
dialogue or help from the other
teams in making the Bluff City
league a success. We can and should
be accepted into the North Ameri—
can Gay Amateur Association as a
strong, viable, and competitive
league. This can‘t be accomplished
if all parties don‘t stop "passing the
buck" and passing the blame. Can‘t
we all just get along?
Darren Burns
Amnesia Haze, Memphis
I‘d like to take this time to let you
know just how upset I was to see the
negative letters in your last issue
concerning Memphis‘ newly formed
softball league. I happen to be a first—
time player at this game and, for that
matter, not a very good player. This
being said, I think that if you ever
came to one of our games, you
would be surprised just how orga—
nized and fun these games can be,
even for us new players.
It really bothers me to hear people
talk down a league that they know
nothing about. Do these people know
that the better players of the league go
out of their way to help and encour—
age us players who are less skilled in
the game? Do they know that there are
three teams that are thriving and play—
ing games on every Saturday? Do they
know that all along the people putting
together the league have been asking
for help and suggestions. They were
told by one of the managers of the
team that has dropped out that he was
just too busy, and by the other that he
was too tired to put together a team?
No, I‘m sure they‘re just quick to put
down someone else, but not ready to >
take the bull by the horns and help.
Do these people writing these articles
know that the team in question with
all the good players on it are all good
friends. Why shouldn‘t they play to—
gether? We inexperienced players be—
lieve that come next spring, we will
be right there with them, and heck, I‘m
on my team because that is where my
friends are playing. Every week we get
more players with experience on our
team. These players are given to us
by the people running the league. If
they were trying to build a powerhouse
team, they wouldn‘t be trying to give
us better players. Heck, we‘re a new
team.
I also had the chance to be in Nash—
ville for the tournament that seems to
have gotten everyone so upset. I was
up there with a friend that plays on
the team that supposedly had 16 play—
ers... Wrong. As it goes, I was on their
roster when there wasn‘t a snowball‘s

chance in hell that I was going to play,
because I didn‘t Want to. They asked
me to play, but I wasn‘t ready for that.
There were even three others who
were friends or acquaintances of play—
. ers that were put on their roster just so
they could get the free drinks, food and
shows. They had never played before
in their lives. On the day that the team
with eight players was asking for
people to play, the coach of the team
with the extra players asked all his
players if one would play for the other
team and everyone declined. This
coach even went as far as tell two of
his players that they might not be play—
ing a lot and, if they went to play for
the other team, they would be able to
play the whole game. These players
declined and told him that they were
part of his team and they would just
rather go home to Memphis. What
would you have done? Forced these
players to do what they didn‘t want to
do? Then the following day, one of
the team‘s players said that he would
play for the team that was short, but
was told thanks, but no thanks...
I also wonder if anyone who wrote
an uninformed letter knew that three
of the other players that did show up
for the tournament were encouraged
to do so by the coach of the team in
question. I know so because these:
three players play on my team to this
day. By the way, when do you go to
one of these things with only five play—
ers from your own team? Also, when
a player shifts teams for the tourna—
ment, they can‘t go back to their origi—
nal team for other games in the
tournament.
As far as this incident ruining our
image of community with the other
cities... please, I was around when nu—
merous players from other teams came
up and congratulated my friend who
plays on the team in question for be—
ing on a team with a lot ofgood sports—
men. One player from Atlanta even
came up and said thatif this team went
to any other tournaments, he would be
privileged to be asked to go with them.
Many other people would ask him
where they were from, how long they
had been together, and, wow, for a
team that just decided to go and raised
the money on their own, they sure had
their stuff together. This creates a good
image, not the one of the coach yell—
ing profanities across the sporting
complex at another coach who already
gave that team three players before
they even got there. That‘s what‘s
going to give our community a bad
image, not a team with nice, dedicated
players thatlike each other and present
themselves professionally. They worked
hard for what they got. No one paid their
way or bought all those nice shiny uni—
forms. Heck, I hope we don‘t get new
uniforms next season or someone will
be writing mean letters about us.
I‘m sure that come this spring Bluff
City Softball Association will be there
and growing, while the others just talk
about what‘s wrong, not what‘s right.
Or even play in Nashville again. Now
there you go, that‘s a real sense of
community.
Proud to be a member. Keep up the
good work, guys. You know who you
are.
Dennis Yeskey
Memphis

And Now On a Completely
Different Subject
As president of an organization
that is seeking to establish a com—
munity center in the Tulsa area, I
always make an effort to visit cen—
ters in cities that have them. I was
delighted to have the opportunity to
visit the center in. Memphis during

b,’

myUpon
stay. arrival in your city, I im—
mediatelycalled
thecenter.
toabletoaccessbarinformationaswell
a very nice phone
system,Thanks
I was
asinformationaboutactivitiesatthe
community
center. What an asset

foryourcityto
haveaphonesystem
that
operates
so
efficiently.
OnbySat—the
urday
during
my
visit
I
went
community
centeryourcity.
to observeTo andmy
learn
more
about
delight who
I metwenta gentleman
namedto
Hunter
out
of
his
way
educate
me about
your tocityMemphis
and the
center. What
an asset
See Community Centeronpage30
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Dole Now Says Refund of Gay Group Contrlbutlon Was Mlstake
hiscampaign acted out ofturn in clude the homosexual agenda," said
Dole himselfsaid in September erssending
to aGay
GOP organization.
By
Curt
Anderson
money back.
Robert H. Knight, directorofcultural
hedidn‘tsubscribetotheLogCabin
Dolepreviouslyhaddefendedhis
Associated Press Writer campaign‘s August decision to re— agenda, adding, "I don‘t knowwho "I thinktheifthey
had consulted me studies for the organization. "Any
they wouldn‘t have done that," the time a politician flip—flops like this,
mycampaign.But
turn
a contribution
from
thetime,
Log allcontributesto
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
In
a
Senate
majority leader said in re— it really backfires on him."
if
it‘s
somebody
with
a
special
Cabin
Republicans.
At
the
turnabout,
Republican
presidential
sponse
to
a question. "I just didn‘t
Tafel said his 10,000—member
agenda
we‘re
not
going
to
accept
campaign
officials
said
the
Log
front—runnerBobDolenowsayshis
agree
with
what
happened."
group
had contributed to three GOP
theirmoney."
Cabinagendadidn‘tjibewithDoles
campaign
actedwithouthisconsent
As
for
the
group‘s
agenda,
Dole
presidential
candidates: Dole, Penn—
YetonOct.
17,Doletoldreport—
views.
in refunding a $1,000 contribution
said: "Myview is, (just)becauseyou sylvania Sen. Arlen Specter and
»A
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accept money from them, you don‘t
agree with their agenda."
Rich Tafel, executive director of
the Washington—based Log Cabin
Republicans, said the Dole
campaign‘s initial move to return the
contribution reflected the senator‘s
effort to appease GOP conservatives.
Since then, Tafel said, Dole has
been slowly backing away from the
decision.
"Clearly it was a political mis—
take," Tafel said. "Across the politi—
cal spectrum, no one has defended
that decision."
Dole‘s campaign spokesman,
Nelson Warfield, issued a statement
saying the Log Cabin contribution
was returned to protect Dole "from
distortions of his record, either by
groups that would use acontribution
to imply he supports all their views
or by opponents that might try simi—
lar tactics."
One conservative group, the
Family Research Council, said
Dole‘s about—face on the issue is
sending mixed signals to people in—
terested in so—called "family values."
"Traditional values do not in—

California Gov. Pete Wilson, who
has dropped out of the race.
In Dole‘s case, Tafel said, the
contribution was prompted by the
Kansas senator‘s office non—dis—
crimination policy and his support
for such legislation as the Ryan
White Act, which provides money
for AIDS sufferers.
One critic of the refund, Repub—
lican Rep. Steve Gunderson ofWis—
consin, said Dole last month assured
him he had never "advocated dis—
crimination against any American."
Gunderson, who is Gay, said
Dole sought and obtained his con—
tinued "active and visible support"
for his presidential campaign.
"I have no doubt that the Dole
campaign regrets the impression"
left by the incident, Gunderson
added. "Perhaps, in the end, some—
thing like this has some benefit be—
cause it provides a healthy dose of
sensitivity training in the midst of a
hectic political campaign."
Dole said he would not solicit
contributions from the Log Cabin
group. "I don‘t want to open it all up
again. It‘s all over," hesaid.sjs"

Man on Horseback
Disrupts Gay
ROCHESTER, Minn. (AP)—A
man on horseback rode through a
Gay and Lesbian celebration, call—
ing the participants an abomination
and spreaders of disease.
The self—styled preacher took a
piece of rope and whipped it against
a sign and bouquet of balloons that
told passers—by that Oct. 11 was "Na—
tional Coming Out Day."
"Why are you harassing us?" one
— of the celebrants asked.
"There are no homosexuals in
heaven. You spread filth and trash,"
the horseman said. "You are an
abomination in the eyes of God."
The horseman, Kurt Machholz,
has become a familiar sight in the
Rochester area. He and his
Percheron horse, Prince, travel from
town to town, with Machholz shar—
ing his King James Bible and
preaching about Jesus. On Oct.:11,

Pride Event
that Bible was tucked into the back
of his T—shirt.
Seconds before the interruption,
the group of about 25 Gays, Lesbi—
ans and supporters had raised plas—
tic champagne glasses filled with
soda to toast the coming—out event.
Gale Julius of Rochester, one of
the participants, tossed the 7—Up in
her glass in Machholz‘s face as he
headed toward the sign. He left af—
ter knocking down the sign and tell—
ing group members they spread the
AIDS virus.
"If he is a Christian, why not just
forgive us?" Julius asked after the
incident. "They are the first ones to
call us scum, but not the first to for—
give us."
Rochester police said authorities
were investigating the incident for
possible charges.
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Maine Governor Warns of Eco
nomic Harm If Anti—Gay Refere
ndum Passes
paper headlines declaring "Maine
Romer‘s office has no specific
By Peter Jackson
amendment cost them $38 million
age, gender, race and seven other
Legalizes Discrimination."
estimate on dollar loss stemming
Associated Press Writer
in lost conventions but that they have
categories currently listed under the
"That will give the state a black from passage of the amendment, al—
made up some .of those losses
Maine Human Rights Act.
and make it hard to attract new
eye
though Gay—rights activists have said
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) —
through other conventions since
Both sides in the debate agree that
business," he says in a script of the
Gov. Angus King, using his office
the cost of lost conventions, tourists
then.
ar
2
the goal is to deny legal protections
ad
provided
by the governor‘s office.
and other money—making activities
as a bullypulpit even as he appears
The Maine proposal does not re—
to homosexuals, and passage would
Sasha Soreff of Maine Won‘t approaches $100 million.
in a paid TV commercial bearing the
fer to "homosexuals" or "sexual ori—
at least repeal the city of Portland‘s
Discriminate said the King ad marks —
Officials in Denver, Colorado‘s
same message, warned on Oct. 18
entation." Rather, it seeks to limit
Gay—rights ordinance.
the beginning of an extensive adver—
largest city, have estimated that the
that passage of the anti—Gay—rights
anti—discrimination protections to
tising
campaign that will stress the _
referendum plan would hurt Maine‘s
diversity of groups opposed to the
economy.
_,
referendum proposal. They include
King brought up the Nov. 7 ref—
all four members of the Maine con— .
erendum as he opened his regular
gressional delegation, the Maine
news briefing, citing anecdotal evi—
Chamber of Commerce and Indus—
dence of such problems cropping up
try,
the Catholic Diocese of Maine
in Colorado after voters there ap—
and the Maine Municipal Associa—
proved a constitutional ban on anti—
T
discrimination protections for tion.
The goal is to educate the many
homosexuals in 1992.
"undecided, confused voters," she
He predicted that many tourists
said.
thinking ofvacationing in Maine and
LL
D
Carolyn Cosby, leaderof the pro—
businesses considering moving to
referendum group Concerned Maine
m
iomm
the state would go elsewhere be—
Families, said King is merely "fear—
cause of moral or practical concerns
mongering" on behalf of "out—of—
about the proposed law.
state Gay militants."
"Particularly in a state that‘s as
"It‘s a deliberate attempt to
dependent on tourism as (Maine is),
KEMPHKIS
threaten the people of this state,"
this could have a significant, nega—
f
Cosby said.
tive impact on us," he said.
King said he has discussed the
The independent governor‘s
implications of the proposal with
comments to reporters came only
Colorado Gov. Roy Romer, but was
— hours after the first anti—referendum
unable to cite any specific evidence
TV ad in the campaign began airing
of economic fallout from the vote
WKBEBRB ——
on Oct. 17.
three years ago. A challenge of the
In that ad, financed by the Maine
Won‘t Discriminate coalition, King constitutional amendment is cur—
rently pending before the U.S. Su—
——As the only speaker. He suggests pas—
preme Court.
sage ofthe plan would prompt news—
111 North
in Memphis
Claybrook
1928 Madison

Indiana Schools
—

218—9321

Refuse to Observe
TUESDAYS 8—9 PK

Lesbian and Gay
History Month
KOKOMO, Ind. (AP) — A resolution adopted by a teachers‘
group promoting October as Lesbian and Gay History Month
won‘t be observed in Howard County, Indiana schools.
The National Teachers Association adopted a resolution dur—
ing the summer to support eliminating sexual orientation stereo—
types and the celebration of Lesbian and Gay History Month.
However, UniServ director for the Indiana State Teachers
As—
sociation William Gist said he knows of no Indiana school
sys—
tem that has implemented programs as a result of the resoluti
on.
"Resolutions are more a statement of belief (with) no man—
dated actions," he said.
Holly Kirkpatrick, president of the Kokomo Teachers Asso—
ciation and a delegate to the NEA national meeting, said some
Indiana delegates voted for the resolution, but she did not.
Gist said the need for education about homosexuality may be
necessary in other parts of the country, where students who
iden—
tify themselves as Gay or Lesbian are subject to violence
and
harassment by peers.
The conservative bent of the Midwest doesn‘t mean such
edu—
cation is necessary here, he said, adding he is unaware
of any
"specific incidents" of harassment in his12—school service
area.
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Journalists Face Attacks Worldwide
—In 1991, IrenePetroupolou,the
editorofAmphi,
a Lesbian and Gay
magazinebasedinAthens,wasfined
and
sentenced
to fivespeech
months— anin
prison
for
indecent
editor‘ssection
note sheasking
placedheterosexual
in the clas—
sified
men from
to stopLesbians
respondingbecause
to personal
ads
they
"have
nothing
in
common
in
bed."
Thesentencewasoverturnedonap—
peal—Inand 1993,
she served
no time.officials
Lithuanian
banned
thebutGay
newspaper
Naglis
from
all
seven
of
the
country‘s
morepoints.
than 500Theauthorized
distribu—
tion
publishers
decided
to change it to a mixed—readership

NEW YORK (AP) — In Greece,
the editor of a Gay and Lesbian
magazine was sentenced to prison.
In Lithuania, authorities quashed
distribution of a Gay newspaper. In
Virginia, county officials barred a
Gay paper from libraries.
These are among 21 incidents of
harassment, censorship and abuse
directed at Gay publications and,
journalists in 14 countries that the

Committee to Protect Journalists
describes in a report released Oct.
17.
~ "In societies ‘as politically and
culturally disparate as Canada, Rus—
sia and Zimbabwe, censorship is
applied selectively against Gay and
Lesbian periodicals," executive di—
rector William A. Orme Jr. writes
in Double Jeopardy: Homophobic
Attacks on the Press, 1990—1995.
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is

"The targets of harassment range
from individual reporters from mass—
circulation publications who are at—
tacked because of their sexual
identity to the publishers and editors
of periodicals aimed at the Gay com—
munity," Orme said.
The report‘s "representativesam—
pling of homophobic attacks on the
press," includes:
— On July 23, 1995, the director
of Bulgarian National Television
banned programs depicting "vio—
lence, homosexuality, prostitution,
gambling and drug addiction" to pro—
tect "national interests and raise the
professional and artistic levels of the
programs."

publication.
September
1993, theCounty,
board
ofVa.,—In
supervisors
of
Fairfax
ordered
the libraryboardatoGayre—
move
the
WashingtonBlade,
weekly,from
its22branchesorface
dissolution.
Threatened
with a law—
suit,
the
supervisors
directed
the
boardtodevelop"ameansbywhich
freepublicationsthat
may be harm—
fulto them."
tochildrenaremadeinaccessible
Thewas
Committee
toin Protect
Jour—
nalists
founded
1981
to
pro—by
mote
freedom
of
the
press
protesting attacks on journalists®
worldwide.

Maine TV Station Schedules Live
Debate on Gay Rights
AUBURN,
Maine
(AP) —The
pleasedbythedevelopmentbutstill
followingadisputewithCosbyover
first
debate
to
be
televised
live
in
hopes
other
stations
will
televise
TV
coverage.
Maine‘s
Gay—rights
referendum
their
own
pre—election
debates
dur—
WGME—TV,Channel
13 in Port—
campaignwasscheduledforOct.30
ing
the
prime—time
evening
hours.
land,hadbrieflyplannedtocoverthe
byanAuburnTVstationonOct.
17. would
"I think
twofororpeople
three debates
session but bowed out because of
WMTW—TV,
Channel
8,
said
be
good
to
see,"
schedulingconflictswithaclassthat
representatives
oftobothappearin
sides ina de—the sheSasha
said. Soreffofthe anti—referen— was being held in the auditorium
campaign
agreed
until shortly before the debate was
bateinitsstudiofrom5:30to6p.m.
dum
group
Maine
Won‘t
Discrimi—
tobegin.
that"Thisisanopportunitytoprovide
day.
natethesaidChannel
her group
readily agreed Cosby accused the league of
to
8
debate.
working
to thwart
theallies
TV coverage
our
viewers
with
a
free—wheeling,
As
for
possible
future
TV
de—
for
the
benefit
ofits
in Maine
no—holds—barred
debate
before
they
bates,
Soreffsaid,
"We‘re
happy
to
Won‘t
Discriminate.
League
offi—
head
to
the
polls
on
Nov.
7,"
said
workthingsoutwheneverthere‘san
cials
angrily
denied
the
charge
and
the
station‘s
news
director,
David
opportunity."
issuedastatementcriticizingCosby
qimavanmares
Baer.
"Aus todebate
inthese
our studio
willfor willWMTW
reporter
Jeff
Toorish onTuesday.
allow
press
groups
moderate
the
Oct.
30debate.
"It
is
extremely
unfortunate
that
answers."
The
Portland
Area
League
of
Ms.
Cosby
has
chosen
to
misrepre—
CarolynCosby,leaderoftheanti—
Women Votersscrubbedplansfora
sent ourinintent
and question
oursaid.in—
tegrity
this
way,"
the
league
Gay—rights
group
called
Concerned
Tuesday
night
debateat
the
Univer—
Maine Families, said she was sity of Southern Maine in Portland
Echo Magazine Said Victimized by
Fire, Forged Letter
PHOENIX
(AP)
—A
lettertell—
ofthatpublication
within a will
monthfileandfor envelopescarriedEcho‘slogoanda
Ofstedah] said the letters and
its
parentcompany
ing
advertisers
that
Echo,
a
news
~ y
publication
for homosexuals, is bankruptcy.
forgeryofhissignature.Hesaidcop—
abouttogooutofbusinessisaforg—
Theletteralsosaidthatmembers
iesoftheletterhavebeenturnedover
of
the
magazine
staff
are
being
ac—
toPhoenix
FireDepartment
investi—
ery,themagazine‘sgeneral
manager
the
fire.
says.Echo‘sofficesweredestroyedby cusedNoneofsetting
gators
and
that
Phoenix
police
and
of
the
claims
is
true,
said
the
U.S.
Postal
Service
have
been
arsonNowin late
July.25 major advertis— JeffOfstedahl,Echo‘sgeneralman—
notified.
ager.
at
least
Echo says
publishes
monthly.
Ofstedahl
i
t
has
about
"We‘resaidstronger
than
ever,"
ersthatclaimsthemagazinewillgoout
have reported receiving a letter Ofstedahl
Oct. 16.
readers in the Southwest. 48,000
Four—Part Gay Rights Program to Air
Lynn Elber
visionstations(checklocal
listings).of something
"The question
of understand,"
visibility is
AP ByTelevision
Writer
"We
never
established
asone
they
don‘t
ourgoalstoenlightentheunenlight—
he said. "There‘s
neverthrough
been the
LOS
ANGELES
(AP)
—
The
ened,"
Meieran
said.
"However,
knowledge
transmitted
the
QuestionofEqualitystakesoutam—
there
are
a
great
many
understand—
mainstream
media
that
would
help
bitious
ground:Lesbianrightsmove—
charting milestones ing peoplewho don‘t understand." them understand what the fuss is
intheGayand
Family, friends,
colleagues may
about,
what‘s at stake in the move—
ment,highlightingthecommunity‘s
be
supportive
of
homosexuals
they
mentforLesbianandGayequality."
diversity
and examining its future. know, he said. But they wonder The Question ofEquality, pre—
Oneabsentaim:toconvertthose
"Why
mustthese
youcivil
flauntrights
it, whydemon—
must sion
sentedService
by the(ITVS),
Independent
Televi—
hostiletohomosexuality,saysDavid
you
have
tries
to
close
Meieran,
executive
producer
ofthe
strations,theseGayrightsparades?"
See Question onpage30
four—partseriesairingonpublictele— Meieran said.
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olicy Against H alk Messages at College Srks Cdn
versy
Robert Badal, Stephens vice presi— walks were chalked for freshman "Wedidn‘tstart taking it offun—tro
ittee
to review
it.loosen
Althouthegh
dentof student andacademicaffairs. orientation andno onewashedthose til 3 p.m.," he said. "It was end of acomm
it
might
be
necess
ary
to
Student Victoria Edminster said messages away.
day before
itwas
allworkin
gone."g at some
guidelirestric
nes,Bationson
dalsaichalkin
dthere mustb
theschoolwas treatingthechalkslo— Badal conceded that welcome theBadal,
e
who
began
g.
gans like illegal graffiti.
matswerechalked on walkwaysfor Stephens on Aug. 1, said he is not "It is unaesthetic to the campus,
"They were looking at it like we studen
sure whethe
r leafteri
studenttwase
s werenacted
made and
is oneStates,
ofthe" pretties
should get punished for graffiti, year. tstoseewhen theyarrivedthis awareo
t "We
ones
ftheru
incannot
thethisUnited
he
said.
rather than that they should respect "It was done by student affairs, lastyear.
letNewtheYorkC
campuitysub
s startwaysta
to look—
a nationa set aside for us to be not a student group," he said.
But,
he
said,
now
the
policy
has
likethe
proud lofdayour
commu
nity,
"
Badal contends the decision to comeundercriticism, he‘llestablish tion."
Edminster said. |
hose
the chalkings was not
Edminster accused administra— basedodown
nthec
ontent ofthemessages.
tors of selectively enforcing the Ifadministrators
averse to the
policy, which she said was formu— students‘ messawere
ges,
argued,
Deadline for
lated last year after a group ofGay maintenance would havehe been
and bisexual students chalked the dered to removetheslogans earlyor—in
campus.Shenotedthat campus side— the day.
DECEMBER 1995 TJN:
Gay Ump Wants Old Job Back
AMHERST, Massachusetts gain hisjob through conventional put on at the university in obser—
(AP) — Former umpire Dave means,
NOVEMBER 15
but added he would "press vance of "National Coming Out
Pallone
wrote
a
book
about
being
this
as
far
as
I
can."
Day."
, Gay in the major leagues. Now he He left baseball in 1988 and Navratilova, who is also Gay,
ication Date: NOV. 24
again wants his job behind the claims he was forced out over his said it was important to be open Mail Publ
or Fax news releases, letters, calendar items,
plate.
sexual orientation. He has since about sexual preference.
"I
was
fired
because
I
was
or contributions to:
chronicled his 10 years of calling "You cannot expect the world
Gay," Pallone told an audience of strikes
and
hiding his sexual feel— to accept you if you can‘t accept
Triangle Journal News
about 750 at the University of ings in the book,B
ehind
theMas
k.
yourse
lf,"
she
P.O.
said.
Box
"There
11485 . Memphis, TN 381 11—0485
is
no
Massachusetts
Oct.
11.
"If
they
Pallone
joineds
emi—ret
ired
ten—
excuse
not
to
come
out
to
your
Phone
or Fax (901) 454—1411
say I retired, then
great Martina Navratilova on friends. That‘s where you can
out ofretirement."I want to come anispanel
OR
discussion of gender and make the most difference."
Pallone said he will try to re— sexual orienta
tion issues in sports
E—MAIL: TNmemphis@aol.com
COLUMBIA, Mo. (AP) — Stu—
dents at Stephens College say ad—
ministrators at the school are being
selective when it comes to enforc—
, ing a policy against leaving mes—
sages on the sidewalk.
Officials at the women‘s college
ordered the removal of Gay—pride
slogans last month that students had
written in chalk on campus side—
walks, buildings and stairs. The stu—
dents wrote the messages on
National Coming Out Day, an event
that celebrates being Gay or Lesbian.
The policy sparked an im—
promptu march across campus and
a meeting between students and
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Teacher‘s Lesson on Intolerance Turns on Her
folks."
"There was nothing in the book,"
said student Gretchen Dussault, who
was half—way through Maurice when
WILTON, N.H. (AP) — Penny
she was ordered to return it to the
Culliton thumbs through the thin
school. "It was a guy and his life. It
E.M. Forster paperback, its black
wasn‘t like saying homosexuality is
cover weathered by months of han— good. He went to school. He made
dling, and shakes her head.
_
friends. It was nothing graphic atall."
She had hoped Forster‘s Maurice
Culliton said she wanted the books
and two other books with homosexual
to counter negative homosexual ste—
characters could teach her students
reotypes in society and in some lit—
about intolerance. Instead, it led to her
erature, such as classics like Catcher
own saga on the subject.
in the Rye and The Chocolate War.
Culliton, 34, was fired last week
"I would never take these books
from Mascenic Regional High School ‘away, but you need a balance," she
in rural New Ipswich because she dis—
said. "It‘s not to say every Gay per—
obeyed the school board last May and
son is wonderful and heroic, but it is
distributed books portraying homo— to say every Gay person is not a child
sexuals.
molester."
Although the official reason was
Although not Gay, Culliton em—
insubordination, her supporters in—
pathizes with kids who are. She has
cluding many students and parents — organized a youth group to help teen—
doubt the school board‘s explanation.
age homosexuals. As evidence of the
"This school board doesn‘t admit
need for education, she cited a
it, but I think it was the homosexual
student‘s admission to her that he
issue. I don‘t believe it was an insub— would consider suicide if he were Gay
ordination issue," said Sharon
at Mascenic.
DeFranza, whose daughter was in
But for school board member
Culliton‘s English class.
Charles Saari, that argument doesn‘t
Culliton selected Maurice , The
wash. Before Saari was elected in
Education ofHarrietHatfield by May
March, he publicly opposed
Sarton and The Drowning ofStephan
Culliton‘s organizing a faculty work—
Jones by Bette Greene to show stu—
shop on homophobia in 1993.
dents that homosexuals, such as those
"It was basically a promotional
portrayed in the books, were "normal
workshop for the Gay lifestyle. It re—
By Nancy Roberts Trott
Associated Press Writer

ally was,"distributed
Saari said,at pointingto
lit—
erature
the
workshop
"thatsays‘Ishomosexualitysin?"and
havingallthesetheologiansexplain—
ingwhy
it isn‘tsin."
"In
my
it is,"Ijust
Saari don‘t
said.
"Ilovelovethethesin.opinion
homosexual.
I don‘t promote it as
OK.".Theworkshopwaspaidforbythe
samegrantthatwasmeanttopayfor
thebooks.Theschoolboardaccepted
thegrantinJune
1993,eightmonths
beforeSaariandnewmemberswere
elected.
money later was re—
turned.Saari The
refused
tovoteremoveto dismiss
himself
from
the
board
Culliton,i

msnstmg he could be impar—
tial.
"The reason we fired her was for
insubordination," he said of the
board‘s unanimous vote.
He said Culliton was a good
teacher, but "to me, if an employee
cannot follow directives, then she has
to pay the consequences."
Culliton and the National Educa—
tion Association are appealing the
board‘s decision. Todd DeMitchell,
assistant professor of education ad—
ministration at the University of New
Hampshire, said they could have a
tough fight.
"No individual has the right to
control the curriculum or reject deci—

sions made by a school board," he
said. "As educators, we do not hold a
trump card when it comes to cumcular matters."
Culliton, who stands barely 5 feet,
does not shy away from controversy.
She has taken on the school board in
nearby Merrimack, protesting a new
policy that prevents any mention in
the schools of homosexuality "in a
positive light."
"I am the scarlet woman, and I‘m
sure that‘s not going to stop," Culliton
said, folding her delicate hands.
Nora Tuthill, who put up the
money for the grant, said by firing
Culliton, the school board facilitates
the kind of homosexual bigotry her
Gay son grew up with.
"Penny is a hero. She has put her
values on the line, and her values are
to teach children the factual informa—
tion and teach them how to think,"
Tuthill, of Kensington, said.
— School Board Chairman Steven
Lizotte denied the board encourages
discrimination against homosexuals.
"There are books that are used
right now with homosexual authors,"
he said. "To claim that is homopho-

bic is ludicrous."
Culliton‘s students did not take the
school board‘s decisions lightly. They
confronted members after Culliton
was suspended in May. When she
was fired, about 80 protested during

class on school grounds. Forty were
suspended.
Jennifer Bedet, 18, was one of the
students who initially confronted the
school board.
"I felt awful. These were promi—
nent members ofthe community, and
they were snickering and rolling their
eyes at these general concerns. Those
books were taken out of our hands,
and I think we deserved an explana—
tion," she said.
But Bedet, a freshman at Roanoke
College in Virginia, learned a bigger
lesson. She recently completed an
English assignment to write about
someone whose insolence made her
a better person. She wrote about
Culliton.
"Martin Luther King said, ‘One
has not only a legal but a moral re—
sponsibility to obey just laws. Con—
versely, one has a moral responsibility
to disobey unjust laws.‘ If Ms.
Culliton was disobedient, it was out
of moral duty. That to me is far more
admirable," Bedet said.
Bedet said Culliton is one of the
best teachers she ever had, inspiring
her eventually to become a teacher.
For Culliton, it is students like
Bedet who encourage her to fight.
"I know I can teach well," Culliton
said. "I spend much more of my time
with students. I‘ve gotten their trust
so I would never walk away."
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(leverage to Same-Sex Partners
A number of other companies have ex— NYNEX will continue to extend benefits
"Existing laws for opposite sex partners al— panded their benefits to same—sex partners of to same—sex partners as employees retire, but
low them the option of marriage, whereas a Gay employees. The Walt Disney Co. said it thosealreadyretiredcannotaddsame—sex part—
same—sex relationship cannot be recognized by isoffering health insurance to live—in partners ners to benefits programs, Rohnstock said.
virtue of marriage in today‘s legal system," ofits homosexual employees, as well as part—
NYNEX
employsand70,000
people through—
Rohnstock said.
ners‘
dependent
children.
out
New
England
New
York.
Rohnstock said NYNEX made the change
id Wit/J AIDS?...
force.

NYNEX Extends Insurance
NYNEX has joinedthe list of companies
that have extended health care and other
. benefits to same—sex partners of Gay em—
ployees.
Starting Jan. 1, about 70,000 employees

laws," Rohnstock said.

will have the option, said Robert Rohnstock,
a spokesman for the New York—based tele—
phone company. They also will be able to
enroll their dependent children.
Live—in heterosexual couples aren‘t in—
cluded.
The change is meant to accommodate
"those employees involved in relationships
that can‘t be recognized through existing

to meet the changing complexion of its mrk
"Diversity in our company is a major issue
and this is a way of recognizing the need," he
said. "It‘s simply in keeping with the times."
NYNEX employees were notified of the
change in the company‘s October newsletter.

Lawmakers Condemn Disney

for

Offering Benefits for Gay Partners
By Adam Yeomans
Associated Press Writer

entation.

TALLAHASSEE, Florida (AP) — Fif—
teen Florida lawmakers are condemning
Walt Disney Co. for extending health in—
surance to partners of Gay employees,
complaining the move endorses an "un—
healthy, unnatural" lifestyle.
"We wonder what Walt Disney him—
self would think of your decision if he
were alive today?" the state legislators
said in a letter sent last month.
The lawmakers said the move was "a
big mistake both morally and financially"
that would alienate families.
In a step welcomed by Gay—rights ac—

The letter was drafted by the Florida Fam—
ity Council of Tampa at the request of Re—
publican Rep. Bob Brooks and other
lawmakers — all but one of them Republi—

cans.
It said Disney‘s decision belittles "the
sanctity of marriage" and endorses "a lifestyle
that is unhealthy, unnatural and unworthy of

special treatment."
"I see the tragedy of young people dying
from AIDS on a regular basis," said Brooks,
a doctor who is an infectious—disease special—
ist. "I feel this policy is headed in the wrong
direction. In the long run, it will result
in an increased number of AIDS cases."

tivists, Disney told its 70,000 employees
last month that it will offer health ben—
efits to live—in partners ofhomosexual em—
ployees, as well as their dependent
children.
The policy, which takes effect Jan. 1,
will not cover live—in heterosexual part—
ners of employees.
Disney has no intention ofchanging its
decision, said John Dreyer, a spokesman
in Burbank, California. He said it is con—
sistent with the company‘s policy against
discrimination based on race orsexual ori—

stages of life
doesn‘t have to be a financial challenge..
We know from experience that
That‘s why we call ourselves
selling a life insurance policy
Individual Benefits.
can reduce financial stress and
We normally offer 60 to 80%
help you gain additional control
of the face value of the policy.
over your life.
There are circumstances, however,
We also know that you‘ll be
where
we may be able to offer
wisely investigating all of your
more
—
because for some, 80% is
options, before making your
simply not enough.
decision.
In addition, you should know
At Individual Benefits, we are
that
Individual Benefits does not
known for our personalized,
deduct any fees or processing
custom structuring of each offer
costs
from your money.
in an effort to meet or surpass
For more information on the
the current viatical settlements
individual benefits we can develop
market rate.
for you, call:
INDIVIDUAL
1+800—800—3264
"va)
BENEFITS
* A Viatical Settlements Company ®
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Southern

Country

by Steve Smith

Well, it was a wonderful night

Fund—Raiser

Nets

$1,000

for

MGLCC

to James White). Also a big thanks

us in the spring of ©94. Billy was our

officers in December. If you‘ve got

to Carol from WKRB (our DJ),

first member to leave us so perma—

an interest in country dancing (line

Country does more than just dance;

Sharon Wray (owner of WKRB) and

nently. Billy, we miss you, we love

or couple), c‘mon out and join us;

we like to take part in what‘s hap—

corner and help you out. Southern

once again. Laughter, tears and chill

Randy Stone, S. C. Memphis Vice—

you, and we thank you for all the

we‘d love to see you there. We meet

pening in the community. It‘s a great

bumps filled the room for Southern

President, for organizing. Fabulous

many laughs and good times you

at WKRB on Tuesdays at 8 p.m. and

way to make friends and we wel—

Country Memphis‘

job.

gave us.

501/505 on Fridays at 9 p.m. with

come everyone. Club DJ signing off.

2nd Annual

Billy Cross Memorial Fund—Raiser

We‘ve all, at one time or another,

There are a lot of things in store

dance lessons both nights. Don‘t

at WKRB Oct. 8. This year, all pro—

lost friends and loved ones who were

for the upcoming year at Southern

worry, if you didn‘t get the dance

ceeds went to the MGLCC/Switch—

ever so dear to us. Billy Cross was a

Country Memphis. Nominations are

down pat at first, there‘s always a

board and with the Gay and Lesbian

member of S. C. Memphis and left

being taken for the election of new

member who will take you over to a

community ‘s help and our perform—

LEFT: Mr.

ers, we raised more than $1,000.

Gay Tennessee

All—

American (Thom Malone) and Ms.

Showtime was at 8:15 and during the

Gay Tennessee (Hetti McDaniels)

two—hour show the crowd was roar—

were among the featuredperformers

ing. I have to say, Ms. Whitney, you

at Southern Country‘s Billy Cross

outdid yourself, girl! You had the

Memorial Fund—Raiser.

stuff they wanted.
RIGHT: One of the more popular

Thank you to all the performers

performances

and entertainers who participated:

was

by

Southern

Country‘s own Queen of the Night,

Lorretta Williams (MC and guest en—

pictured here with Miss 501—Alison
tertainer), Hetti McDaniels (Miss

| Tate.

Gay Tennessee), Alison Tate, Misty
McEntire, Tu Real, and Jezabel(all
of the impersonator variety); I. D.
Clare (Jimbo), and Ms. Whitney
| RIGHT: Sisters Betty and Sharon
(Queen of the Night herself, Lindall

| Wray reflect on the solemnity of the

Honeycutt); Mr. Tennessee All—

moment

American Thom Malone, Ira King,

as

Billy

Cross

was

remembered.

Alan Chapman, Stan York, Steve
Smith, and Rev. Ed Hammett (who

BELOW:

all

clubs WKRB and 501, contributed

performed

live);

Tennessee

Leather Tribe, the Cotton Pickin‘
Squares and the S. C.

to

|

Southern

success

of the

Country

evening.

Shown here are Mike Smith and

Memphis

Lorretta of Club 501.

Dance Team (with a special thanks

Friends

the

Both

For

Life

Pantry

Wish

List

deodorant » shampoo » razors ®
baby

and adult diapers » paper products

pasta * cream soup «canned veggies » cereal

» canned meat!

Photos

Drop Items by Friends For Life

courtesy

of

Phoenix

Photography.
\

at 1450 Poplar — 9—5:30 weekdays
Photographers are encouraged to
share theirpictures ofpublic events
with our readers. Send pictures to
The Triangle Journal News,
930 South

Box 11485, Memphis,

Cooper —

P.O.

TN 38111—

0485.
meristem)
(901)

276—0282

>

Books & More for Women & Their Friends

Open Wed.—Sat.

10—6, Sun.

1—5
Sheridan

Meristem presents
mi

i

Schedule
%

120de if 60mm“
inituality in
i
Cpl vilhy

rem v,
y
Virginia Mollenkott & Debra Morrison
Novenber 35, 19h
Holy Trinity Community Church
15% Madison Ave., Mcmth .

Event W5:
f
a
Holy Trinity Community Church
Safe Harbor Metropolitan Community Church

First Congregational Church
Memphis Parents & Friends
E
of Lesbians & Cays (PMAC)
Aloysius Home
Cotton Pickin‘ &quares

Friday, November 3 —7 p.m.

Talk by “xix; ﬁlings;Mollenkott
the Scriptures:
"Reclaiming

Sexuality &Spirituality in the Bible Belt"
Receptionfollowingsponsored by
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares
Saturday, November 4
Workshops with Virginia Ramey Mollenkott
nd Debra Morrison
9:30 a.m.—10:00 a.m. Registration and Coffee
10:00 a.m.—11:15 a.m. Interactive presentation #1
by Virginia: "Re—Imagining
God as Sophia"
11:15 a.m.—11:30 a.m. Brief Break
11:30 a.m.—12:45 p.m. Presentation by Debra
Morrison: $$$ Issues
12:45 p.m.—2:00 p.m. Lunch Break (Food by the
Coffee Cellar) (Virginia will
be available for booksigning;
Debrawillbeavailablgztn&
one—on—one consultation)
2:00
p.m. Interactive presentation #2.
by Virginia: "Re—Imagining

God as Sophia"
Sunday, November 5 — 11:00 a.m.
i
hurch.
m5“0:55?afﬁnity Chs
"Jesus Tells Us Saints How to be Happy"
Text will be Matthew 5: 1—12

Lambe,

Lcsw

Schimenti,

Lcsw

[~ REGistRamonrorm — |
"Reclaiming the Scriptures:

| Sexuality & Spirituality in, the Bible Belt" I,

Holy Tﬁzlvégeé‘iinlﬁaumh
s
L
1559 Madison Ave., Memphis
Name:
ing
| Address:
|
|

Home Telephone:
|

Work Telephone: _____________________
© $5.00 enclosed Friday Talk/Reception Only
$30.00 enclosed Saturday Workshops/
Lunch Only
C $35.00 enclosed YES, I WANT AS MUCH OF
|
vimomviA AnD peoRA As t CAN.
GET! SIGN ME UP FOR BOTH DA
I Yoaqnalsowcrml'ymmlcdtajmnllnmmbeuofHoly
Trinity Community Church as they welcome Dr.
| Mollenkolt to pulpit on Sun., Nov. 5, at 11 a.m. Come

I earlyfor a seat; this is a large, active congregation!
Please make checks payable to Meristem
I
”lam“
I
930 South Cooper
Nini sio
l—
For more information, call 276—0282

Joyce

|
|
|

Specializing in

l
|
I
I
|
l

¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling

|

I

|
I

6263

Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178
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Bluff City Sports Associati on
On the heels of a competitive
summer season and tumultuous tour—
nament, members of the Bluff City‘s
softball teams came off the #3 dia—
mond at Tobey Field Sat., Oct. 7, sat
down together to put aside past dif—
ferences and started planning for an
even bigger, all—inclusive fall and
spring ©96 sporting season.
Members of the Amnesia Haze
ColeHaysten Clippers met at the 501
Boys host bar. They were joined by
players from J—Wag‘s Jaguars and
the Pipeline Pirates to elect the
BCSA Board of Directors.
Each team selected two represen—
tatives who actually voted for the of—
ficers and who are charged with the
responsibility of carrying the team‘s
input to the board.
Those selected were Chris
Brower and Alex Adair (Amnesia
Haze), Chris Slunt and Bill Hasty
(Cole Haysten Clippers), Ken Viglio

Born

Miss River City Pageant
Thurs., Nov. 30, 10 PM
Autumn Street Pub
BluffCity Board ofDirectors (L to r) Hillarie Reed, SecretaIyFJimbo Tidwell,

Special Events CoChair; Jimmy Cothran, Special Events Chair; David
Whitehead, Treasurer; Chuck Saylor, Vice—President; and James
Williamson, President.

and Rick Herrera (J—Wag‘s Jaguars),
Chris Miller and Allen Herbers

(Pipeline Pirates) and Jamie Hunter
and Phillip Garris (501 Boys)

Hotline Now Memphis Owned and Operated
Submitted by F.P.L.G. Hotline
Attention business owners, com—
munity supporters and those who are
HIV+: Say hello to Memphis‘ new—
est Gay—owned business. Don‘t
worry fellow business owners, you
will not have to worry about any
competition!
Memphis‘ newest is called the
F.L.P. G. Hotline (Friends for Posi—
tive Pen Pals, Lesbians and Gays. It
is a pen pal service for anyone (Gay
or non—Gay) who is HIV+. The
hotline also helps to find pen pals
for all Lesbians and Gays who are

HIV+ or HIV—.
By calling the hotline, a person
will hear a brief greeting and instruc—
tions on how to leave a message.
That‘s all there is to it! The hotline
is not a porn or chat line. There are
no operators or explicit language,
and it is strictly confidential. After
leaving a message, the caller will re—
ceive a list of other callers in the mail
a few weeks later whom the hotline
thinks they may enjoy writing.
Since the hotline is a 900 num—
ber, there is a small fee of $1.99 per
minute, but this fee will not exceed
$10 since the maximum length of

each call is only five minutes. You
must also be at least 18 years of age
to call.
The F.P.L.G. Hotline is now ser—
vicing callers by calling 1—900—234—
7575. Enter extension number 6584
when asked to do so. Profits from
the hotline will be used to fund ad—
vertising and availability of the ser—
vice so that more people who are
HIV+ will have access to it. A por—
tion of the profits will be donated
yearly to a charitable organization
or business right here in Memphis.

Memphis and Nashville to Host
World AIDS Day Events
.On Thurs., Nov. 30 at 7:00 p.m.,
First Congregations Church will
sponsor the Memphis—area obser—
vance of World AIDS Day at
Temple Israel, 1376 East Massey
Road.
Now in its third year, the Mem—
phis—area observance has become
widely recognized as an uplifting
evening of hopeful words and songs
in support of those who live with
HIV and AIDS. The evening will
include words from people who live
with AIDS, secular and religious
readings, and a dance performance.
Special music will be provided by
the Friendship Baptist Choir and the
Memphis Civic Orchestra. The title
of the program is "To See the Stars
Instead of the Night."
One of the highlights of the ser—
vice is the dedication of quilt panels
for the National NAMES Quilt
Project. Panels made in memory of
Memphians who have died from
AIDS will be displayed before and
after the service.
If you would like to have a quilt

x

panel dedicated that evening, please
contact Scott Howell at First Con—
gregational Church to arrange to
have it displayed appropriately.
In Nashville, there will be a
World AIDS Day Rally on Sat., Dec.
2 at the War Memorial Plaza (for—
merly Legislative Plaza) in down—
town Nashville. A "First Person
Vigil" will take place from 2—5 p.m.
and a Candlelight Service will be
held at 9 p.m.
In conjunction with the rally, the

Town C
102 NorthCleveland — 725—8156
MISS BITCH‘S DAILY SPECIALS
(4 — 6 PM)
Monday
$19 Longnecks
Tuesday
75¢ Mug—O—Draft
Wednesday Ladies Day — $1®Longnecks
Thursday
For Men Only — $1%® Longnecks
Friday:
Light—Up — $1® Light Beers
Saturday
"Miss Bitch‘s Surprise"
NIGHTLY SPECIALS
(7 —9 PM)
est Little Bar In

All Specials Are Domestic Beer Only

a display of a portion of the AIDS
Memorial Quilt from Nov. 30
~ Monday
through Dec. 2. The candlelight vigil
Tuesday
will incorporate the AIDS Memo— >
Wednesday
rial Quilt closing ceremony.
Organizers are asking that partici—
Thursday
pants bring a pair of shoes to sym—
bolize someone who has died from
AIDS and no longer walks on Ten—
Frlday
nessee soil. Shoes will be symboli—
cally placed on the steps of the
capitol and subsequently donated to
agencies serving the homeless of

Tennessee State Museum is hosting Nashville.

Mens Chorus Appoints
New Director
The Lambda Men‘s Chorus has appointed Charles
Clark its new director for the 1995—96 season.
Clark is a former musicteacher in the Memphis City
Schools with over30 years experience
. He has held of—
fices in many state music teachers organizati
plays viola and clarinet in several orchestras. ons and
For further information concerning his plans for the
chorus, call 458—8561 or 324—1881.

Super Bucket — 5 for $72
2 for $3#
$1@®Longnecks
Free—style Karaoke —
Bring your own tape — 8PM
$12 Beer
f
Live Sounds of Toni Rae &
Friends — 8PM — $1 Beers
Disco Madness 12 — 2AM
$14 Beer
Saturday
Showtime (Not the Same Old
Thing) — 9:30 — 10:30PM
$124 Beer
Sunday
$12 Longnecks —
75¢ Mug—O—Draft — 9 — 10PM
Disco Madness — 12 — 2AM
$14 Beer
f
Saturday, November 4th — 8PM
Celebrate Our 1st Anniversary With Us
Thank You For A Wonderful Year
Ken, Steve & Bonnie
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Aloysius

By James Rochester Shaw, Ph D.
Executive Director, Aloysius Home
Aloysius Home was planned
by a group of Memphians mostly
from local hospitals and social
service agencies. Included in that
group were some who had lost
partners and friends to the
pandemic. Aloysius Home was
incorporated as a not—for—profit,
501(c)3 corporation in May of
1992. In the beginning Aloysius
Home was housed at Catholic
Charities, and their Executive
Director Brian O‘Malley was in—
strumental in organizing the
home. However, Aloysius Home
has never been a part of any other
agency.
Aloysius was the name of a
16th century seminarian who died
at age 19, taking care of people
who had the plague. The official

high. At the end of 1993 the

Update

program is for adults living with
symptomatic HIV disease who

Board purchased with the help of

mission of Aloysius Home is:

have a partner or family to care
for them during the evening and

a $10,000 grant from the Plough
Foundation, and a loan from the

Home

"To provide a home for persons
living with AIDS where daily
needs are met in a loving and car—
ing environment." Aloysius
Home‘s goals are: to provide
food, shelter, supportive services;
to coordinate medical, nursing
and hospice care; to provide
counseling for residents and other
clients; to facilitate spiritual care,
development, and support: to fa—
cilitate residents‘ burial and me—
«morial services; and to provide
adult day care for persons living
with AIDS.
In February of this year, we be—
gan day care. Currently, three
days a week we provide transpor—
tation for up to 18 day clients so
that they can take advantage of a
program which includes the noon
dinner and snacks, program ac—
tivities and other services. This

night. There is no charge to the

McAuley Institute (a ministry of

client for this service, though the

the Sisters of Mercy from Silver

H

average cost

Spr)in g,
Md), a

for the pro—
gram is ap—
proximately
$30 per day
per client.
There is one

O O?

>"
&
A

g

©

half—time
staff mem—

former
four—unit
a part —

@

<

ber, Allegra
Ann Jones,
who runs the
program. The program is over—
seen by the Client Services Co—
ordinator, David Whitehead. We
depend heavily on volunteers, es—
pecially for food preparation and
service. We hope to expand the
Day Program to five days a week
by Thanksgiving time.
Our major focus is residential
services . However, the costs of
renovating a building to bring it
up to code, making it handi—
capped accessible and meeting
licensure requirements are very

m e n t
complex
C) at 28 N.
*
Caybrock
Thanks
to a very
generous
grant from the Assisi Foundation,
we have hired architects Jeff
Blackledge and Todd Walker,
principals at Archimania. They
have done an outstanding job of
developing plans for the interior
renovations. After much time and
struggle, we accepted a bid for re—
habilitation by Seiferth Construc—
tion, who did Estival Place and
Amnesia.
Current plans show that we
will be able to provide private or
double rooms with supportive

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES
(Brooks Road Only)

lo

Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd. (Open 24 hours) « 683—9649

YOU NEEDS MLBDB MEL:

Executive South (East)
1847 E. Brooks Rd. + 345—0825
Your DREANS must ie filled............ O

Fantasy Warehouse #2 (North)
2532 N. Watkins « 358—8642 /

e/

— LINGERIE SPECIAL —
With Any Lingerie Purchase
Receive Second Lingerie Item (of Equal or Lesser Value) FREE!

HIV—Challenged

WE NOW CARRY CD ROMS
*
"U—PICK—EM!" HOLIDAY VIDEO SALES —>
and checks accepted at #1 and #2
OPEN 7 DAYS

Colo E ROCHE

USRA
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*
*
*
*
*
Vial Bran

D

Member NAPWA

Fresh & Permanent Flowers
Plants, Gifts & More
Daily Deliveries —
Corporate Accounts
Award—Winning Design
"

botanfica

KIRK PAMPER
ALF.D. P.F.C.I.
901—274—5767 800—769—5767
Cooper at Young

.

services for up to nine adults who
are debilitated by AIDS—related
conditions. Each room will have
a basin, storage, space, and indi—
vidually controlled heating and
air conditioning. The building
will be handicapped accessible,
including the four bathrooms.
There will be a main kitchen and
dining room. Parking will be on
the east side. We are also going
to be able to provide services for
clients who are more debilitated
at 273 N. Parkway. This is the
former convent located adjacent
to St. Joseph Hospital. We have
not finalized these plans, but we
hope to be able to provide resi—
dence for up to 15 clients there.
There will be a charge for resi—
dential services, though the board
is committed to providing ser—
vices without regard to an
individual‘s ability to pay. We
estimate that our basic costs for
residential care are going to be ap—
proximately $70 per day per resi—
dent.
So far funding for Aloysius
has come entirely from grants and
donations. Our major grants are
from the Assisi Foundation which
is paying for the costs of renova—
tion and a Supportive Housing
grant from HUD which will be
administered by the City of Mem—
phis. The latter is entirely for op—
erations and, once contracted,
will run for three years. Mean—
while, I continue to look for fund—
ing to finish the entire renovation,
for operations, and for future ex—
pansion. Running a residential fa—
cility for people with AIDS is
very expensive. By the time we
finish all renovations, Aloysius
Home will have spent about
$500,000 and that does not in—
clude any operational costs. That
is part of the reason that it has
taken so long. It is also one rea—
son that there is no other such fa—
cility in the entire tri—state area.
However it looks as if we will
really be providing full service by
the end of this year. Shortly after
the beginning ofnext year we will
be serving 24 residential clients
and 20 day clients. At that time
we will need many more volun—
teer hours.
Of course, we are very grate—
ful for all the volunteers and do—
nors we have been depending on
so far. I want to thank all these
people as well as those who come
by and tell me that they are inter—
ested in Aloysius because some
day they may need our services.
Their stories keep me going!
Unfortunately, some of these
have died waiting: Darrell; Dan;
Judy; Joe; T. Smith; my own little
brother, Joe; and others.
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|FULL MOON PARTY

\TUESDAY NOVEMBER 7 —
%
BACKSTREET IS OPEN 7DAYS A WEEK
SUNDAY?$3515] $53??nggm, 3AM
FRIDAYAND SATURDAY TILL 6AM
||2018 COURTAVENUE, MEMPHIS TENNESSEE 38104

The 50 ys Softball Team.Back Row: Matthew Watson,.
Jason Starr, Alan Herbers, Phil Carris, Norman Wink. Front row:
Lonnie Bryan, Christina Moore, Tim Rouech, Jamie Hunter. Not
pictured: Billy Glass.

$
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Storm Front: L to R: Christian St.
James, Tristan Lee and Lucas.

This reaction to a home run is not one you‘d see in the World
Series.

Steve Wyatt — Crossroads

Christian St; James wowed the
crowds at Amnesia on Oct. 6.

Photos courtesy of ___
PHOENIX PHOTOGRAPHY

Help Us With
Our Family —
Album!
If you attend special
Broker, Owner, MBA
events and take
854—0455

5
pictures or just take
an interesting photo,
share it with us and
our readers. Be a part

Classic Homes « Relocation Services
Buyer and Seller Representation

of our Family Album.

FREE Rent!
It‘s the Rent—A—Center RentOne,
Get One FREE offer!

1—800—PRO—MALE
‘1.25/min.

7

7

6

—

6

2

5.
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Discreetly hilled. to your VISA/MasterCard as TeleNet 6253.

You pay the first week‘s rent, we pay the next
week‘s. Choose from our huge selection of furni—
ture, TVs, VCRs, stereos, appliances, and more!
Every rental includes free delivery and service
and there‘s no credit required-Mm a week of

free rent, there‘s only one place to go.
132 N. Avalon

Recycle Us!

Share Us With

a Friend

Then,

Recycle Us!

E Xt
Discreetly billed to your phone as Voice Mail. Must he 18+.
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For

Love,

Not

By Douglas J. Rowe
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Ifthe stars ‘
in Jeffrey had insisted on their usual
salaries, Paul Rudnick says he would
have had to rename the film
"Jeffreyworld."
"It would be impossible," the 37—
year—old playwright—screenwriter
joked, referring to the famously
bloated budget of the movie
Waterworld.
A 1993 off—Broadway hit, the
film adaptation of Jeffrey stars
Steven Weber (from the TV show
Wings) as the title character, Patrick
Stewart, Sigourney Weaver and
Olympia Dukakis, as well as Nathan
Lane, Christine Baranski and Rob—
ert Klein. They all worked for Screen
Actors Guild scale — $431 a day.
The comedy, about a Gay man
who gives up sex for fear of AIDS
and almost immediately meets the
man of his dreams, is attracting long
lines at theaters and has yet to open
in some parts of the country.
The film was made indepen—
dently for about $1.75 million after
the big studios passed on it. The turn—
ing point in getting it on screen came
when Weaver signed on to play the
story‘s New Age evangelist.

Money

Her character is just one of a
group who can be seen as stupid and
selfish.
"I certainly have no interest in
seeing a movie about cardboard fig—
ures who are supposed to represent
perfect, Gay human beings that
could never offend or, for that mat—
ter, entertain anyone," he said in an
interview. "There‘s one point in the
movie when Jeffrey says he hates
that Gay role models are supposed
to be just like straight people, as if
straight people are just like that.
"Because I don‘t think anyone
wants to see that perfect, sterilized,
homogenized American family that
has never existed."
Rudnick, whose screenwriting
credits includeAddams Family Val—
ues, thinks there‘s growing main—
stream acceptance of homosexual
performers and entertainment.
He also suggests that what tends
to defeat prejudice is not good in—
tentions so much as simple curios—
ity.
"You know the minute you tell
somebody that something is a little
sinful, or a little wicked or a little
daring, or a little racy, what else are
they going to want to see?" he asked.
"I found both with the play (Jef—
frey) and with the film now is that

often audience members think, ‘Ah,
maybe this isn‘t for me. Is it too Gay?
Does this deal with AIDS? Will I be
depressed? Will I be shocked?‘
When we actually get them in the
theater, they have an amazingly
good time. And they also start to
wonder what they were worried
about."
Hollywood‘s worry is getting
those people into cineplex seats in
the first place, though it seems one
movie convinced the moviemaking

establishment that homosexuality —

While Rudnick — whose
/ Hate

like sex — sells, Rudnick said.
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Oregon

Brief

Opposes

Colorado

Anti—Gay Research Group

Anti—Gay Amendment

Moved to Colorado Springs

rights protection for homosexuals.
est to see that these types of dis—
Oregon‘s brief says the Colo—
criminatory measures be found
rado amendment "stands as noth—
unconstitutional once and for all in
ing more refined than a blanket
SALEM, Ore. (AP) — Gov.
the nation‘s highest court."
endorsement of discrimination for
John Kitzhaber says he hopes the
The law passed by Colorado
the sake of discrimination — one
U.S. Supreme Court resolves the
voters is "endorsementof discrimi®
that elevates public and private
issue of state and local anti—Gay—
nation for the sake of discrimina—
discrimination against one group
rights measures by finding them
tion," according to Oregon‘s brief
of citizens to the status of a con—
unconstitutional.
filed with the Supreme Court.
stitutional right."
The governor spoke on Oct. 11
Meanwhile, the Oregon Citizens
But OCA Chairman Lon
after the nation‘s highest court
Alliance — sponsor of two anti—
Mabon said the issue is not basic
heard arguments involving an anti—
Gay rights ballot measures that
civil rights because everyone has
Gay—rights measure passed by
Oregon voters have rejected — also
those "on the basis of their hu—
Colorado voters.
‘filed a brief with the Supreme
manity."
"Twice Oregonians have voted
Court in support of the Colorado
The issue, he said, is whether
down measures that discriminate
law and others like it.
rights should be based on sexual—
against citizens on the basis of
Oregon voters in 1992 and 1994
‘ity, and citizens "obviously have
sexual orientation," Kitzhaber defeated proposed constitutional
a right to establish who is a legiti—
said. "It is in Oregon‘s best inter—
amendments barring specific civil
mate minority and who is not."
Mabon takes issue with the
Colorado Supreme Court‘s deci—
sion to categorize Gay men and
Lesbians as an "identifiable
group."
"Could that apply to smokers,
alcoholics, prostitutes — any
group that can be identified?"
Mabon asked.
Mabon said the OCA soon
plans to begin circulating petitions
for a third proposed initiative mea—
sure aimed at barring governments
from adopting civil rights laws
based on homosexuality.
Call 1—900—
While the OCA‘s past two
statewide measures failed, anti—
Gay—rights ordinances sponsored
1—GET—HIM
by the organization won voter
Discreetly billed as Worldinfo
approval in more than 20 cities
1—900—443—8446 $2.99 per min
and counties.
)

—

By Charles E. Beggs
Associated Press Writer
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COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.
(AP) — An anti—Gay research
group, whose work has been cited
by many groups including the
Idaho Citizens Alliance, has relo—
cated to Colorado from Washing—
ton, D.C.
The five—member Family Re—
search Institute, headed by psy—
chologist Paul Cameron, produces
writings against homosexuality
that have been widely used in cam—
paigns against homosexuality like
the one waged in Idaho last year
over an anti—Gay rights initiative.
It has moved to the Colorado
Springs area.
_
Cameron, whose work has been
denounced by various civil rights
groups, has said his scientific re—
search concludes homosexuality is
an "addiction" that has caused an
"octopus of infection stretching
across the world." His writings im—
ply a connection between homo—
sexuality and child molestation
and mass murder.
"A wise society tries to be very
clear that this is wrong, condemns
it, punishes those that it catches en—
gaging in it and goes out of its way
not to promote it," Cameron said.
His work is frequently referred

to in the literature of Colorado
Springs—based Focus on the Fam—
ily and by Colorado for Family
Values, the Colorado Springs
group behind that state‘s disputed
1992 anti—Gay initiative.
"Dr. Cameron is well—known
for inaccurately gathering infor—
mation and twisting statistics in
order to attach the extreme behav—
ior of a few Gays and Lesbians to
all," said Richard Skorman of Citi—
zens Project, which was formed to
fight that initiative.
Cameron was dropped from the
American Psychological Associa—
tion and the American Sociologi—
cal Association, which charged
him with misrepresenting socio—
logical research.
"His institute‘s move will fur—
ther the mistaken impression that
Colorado Springs is the center of
religious—right
extremists,"
Skorman said.
The Idaho Citizens Alliance
initiative prohibiting state or local
laws protecting homosexuals from
discrimination was rejected by less
than 3,100 votes last year. But the
alliance has launched a revised
version that it is currently trying
to qualify for the 1996 ballot.
"Ty
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Wisconsin Congressman Warns of Danger
of
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The heavy
dose of attention in recent years has
made people tired of thinking and
talking about AIDS, says U,S. Rep.
Steve Gunderson.
"We don‘t have the luxury to be
tired," warned Gunderson, R—Wis.
"This is not just a big—city issue;
people with AIDS are coming home,
to rural Iowa and rural Wisconsin
and rural Missouri."
Gunderson, the only publicly
Gay Republican congressman,
spoke at the third annual fund—raiser
for the Human Rights Campaign
Fund at the Hyatt—Regency Hotel at
Union Station. The Washington—

based political action group claims
150,000 members and schedules
black—tie fund—raisers in 27 cities
throughout the United States each
year.
Gunderson said he agreed with
AIDS activist Mary Fisher that this
country was in the midst of an
"AIDS fatigue" that was endanger—
ing the lives of thousands of Ameri—
cans.
A congressman for 15 years,
Gunderson said he was committed
to "building bridges" between Gay
Americans and people who feared
or distrusted Gays.
He criticized both the religious

right for its intolerance of Gays and
many Gays themselves for their in—
volvement in activities such as Gay
parades.
"Sometimes, it comes off as an
in—your—face kind of thing that seems
totally committed to destroying your
values," he said. "I have as much

lgrig AIDS Threat
Helineagrees
that abstinence
is the
first
of
defense
against
AIDS.
ButGundersonadded,"Idon‘tthink
webeautifulDisneyland."Hesaidwork
should pretend we‘re in some
in AIDS
education and research
must
be accelerated.

difficulty with radical Gay groups as
I do with the Republican right."
He acknowledged that he broke
political stereotypes. "I‘m a rural, re—
ligious Republican and, oh, by the
way, I happen to be Gay," he said.
"I don‘t see myself as a weirdo; I
see myself as mainstream."

New Jersey Proposed

By Thomas Martello
Associated Press Writer
TRENTON, N.J. (AP) — Group
life and health insurers would be able
to use blood tests to screen for the
virus that causes AIDs, and then
deny coverage to those who test
positive or won‘t be tested, the New
Jersey Dept. of Insurance has pro—
posed.
The department said Oct. 4 the
proposed regulation was designed to
close a loophole, saying insurers are
already using other testing proce—
dures to deny coverage. Advocates
for those with AIDS said it would
allow insurers to exclude more
people from health coverage.
The state nine years ago prohib—
ited group health insurance carriers
from using blood tests for HIV test—
ing. >
The proposed rule says if there is
testing, it must be through medically
accepted practices such as blood
tests. Insurers would be allowed to
use blood tests for HIV as long as
they also use the tests to determine
other medical conditions such as
heart disease or diabetes.
The proposed regulations were
sharply criticized by AIDS patient
advocates who said they could leave
many people without health insurance.
"It ushers in a whole new era of
testing and excluding people from
being able to get private insurance,"
said Marion Banzhaf, executive di—
rector of the New Jersey Women and
AIDS Network.
Paula Toynton, director of edu—
cation and volunteer resources for
the Hyacinth AIDS Foundation, said
"people are going to find they have
a chronic, progressive disease, and
no insurance. I don‘t see the interest
in public health."
Insurance department officials
said that when it comes to group in—
surance lines, the department "has
no authority" to prevent insurers
from "making underwriting and rating

decisions based upon health status."
The department said insurers are
unfairly denying coverage to people
because they are making determina—
tions based on HIV tests that are not
recognized by federal health authori—
ties. This includes urine tests, the de—
partment said.
Insurance department officials
conceded that insurers are getting
around the 1986 regulation, which
simply bans blood testing, by using
urine tests and other methods. But
rather than banning all testing, the
department proposal would allow
blood tests.
Former insurance commissioner _
Hazel Frank Gluck told The Record
of Hackensack that the 1986 regula—
tion to ban blood tests for group
health insurance coverage was de—
signed to prevent insurers from taking
away coverage from those with HIV.
"We talked about this for a long
time in the department, because we
were worried that people who are
sick wouldn‘t be covered," Gluck
told The Record. "You don‘t have
to have life insurance, but you have
to have health insurance. I still feel
that way."
Department officials did not re—
spond to questions about the origi—
nal intent of the 1986 regulation.
"Insurers can and do test and un—
derwrite for heart disease, high blood
pressure, cancer and other life threat—
ening conditions," the department
statement reads. "There is no basis
to discriminate between these con—
ditions and HIV infections."
New Jersey‘s three—year—old
health care reforms include provi—
sions that ban insurers from deny—
ing health care coverage for any
pre—existing condition — including
AIDS. This provision covers those
who work for small companies (be—
tween two and 49 employees),
people applying for individual health
insurance, and those who switch jobs
who were previously covered under
a group health plan.
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Sex Clubs

Still

By Robin Estrin
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) — D.C. Allen
bristles at the term Gay sex club; he
prefers to call his Boston establish—
ment a health and social club — a
place for Gay men "who don‘t neces—
sarily go to the bars."
But Allen, a éo—owner of the Sa—
fari Club in an industrial section of the
city‘s South End, admits that sexual
activity is one aspect of his club. Each
week, managers there distribute more
than 1,500 condoms.
AIDS education, he said, is a large
part of his club‘s mission.
Open 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, the Safari Club is known in the
Gay community as Boston‘s only sex
club. Club Providencein Rhode
Island‘s capital, under separate own—
ership, is the only other similar venue
in New England.
Clubs like these, where Gay men
can have anonymous sex if they
choose, are far more prevalent in Man—
— hattan, San Francisco and other ma—
jor metropolitan areas.
John, a 32—year—old waiter from the
city‘s Dorchester neighborhood who
would only give his first name, said
the Safari Club isn‘t necessarily his
first choice, but he stops by a few times
a month anyway for lack of an alter—
native.
"I personally don‘t like clubs like
this," he said as he left the club, tucked

Controversial

in

Gay

Community

onto the second floor of an old brick
including a couple in Boston. Others
safer sex is practiced.
mill building behind Albany Street.
were toned down to try to slow the dis—
"It‘s just that, in the middle of this
"But there‘s no place in the city to
ease while still accommodating their epidemic, what the clubs facilitate
meet other guys."
clients.
»
without monitoring is multiple—part—
The club, which is dimly lit with
Although some tried to block the
ner unsafe sex and that‘s a real prob—
music pumped throughout its expan—
Safari Club from opening two years
lem," said Michelangelo Signorile, a
sive floor, has about two dozen sepa—
ago, city administrators say they have columnist for Out Magazine.
rate, enclosed rooms, but no steam
had no complaints and the club has
One recent study found that two—
rooms or saunas.
thirds ofGay men said they had at least
passed its annual inspections.
John said not everyone goes to the
Capt. Charles Cellucei of the Po—
one unsafe sexual encounter in the last
Safari Club for sex. Many go for the
lice Department‘s Area D, which cov—
18 months, Signorile said.
pool tables, gym equipment, tanning
ers the neighborhood surrounding the
— Signorile said the Gay community
booths and conversation.
Safari Club, said police have received
needs to police its own clubs. And if
Unlike Gay bars, which John says
no complaints about the club.
that means ensuring that lighting is
can be intimidating, or public cruis—
"As far as we know, it continues
bright and doors don‘t lock, so be it,
ing areas like the Fenway, which he
to operate as licensed as a health club,"
he said.
says can be dangerous, the Safari Club
he said.
But that could be the start of a dan—
offers a safe environment where men
Many clubs — like the 18—year—old
gerous trend, said French Wall, editor
can meet — whether they have sex or
Club Providence — not only survived
of The Guide, a Gay travel magazine
not, John said.
the 1980s, but ultimately thrived.
based in Boston.
But, like anywhere else, he added,
John said he estimates the Safari
"Are they going to regulate the sex
"unsafe sex goes on there."
Club hosts several hundred men on a
that goes on in the Westin Hotel, the
That admission is raising eyebrows
busy day — on Tuesdays, for ex—
sex that goes on in people‘s bed—
within the Gay community. Far from
ample, which are "half price" days. "rooms?" he asked.
a new debate — the AIDS epidemic Allen, the club owner, declined to say
Operators of Gay clubs can distrib—
is well into its second decade and sex
how many men belong.
ute condoms to their patrons, but they
clubs and bathhouses are much older
Members pay a flat six—month fee can‘t mandate their use, said an assis—
than that — it‘s still a hot topic.
of $20, plus a separate admission
tant manager at Club Providence who
"The same questions that were charge of up to $14 per visit, depend—
would identify himself only as Roy.
around 10 years ago are still around:
ing on the time of day.
"It‘s behind a closed door," he said.
do these clubs encourage unsafe sex?"
Although there is no way to take "It‘s private as far as that goes."
said Jeff Epperly, editor of Bay Win—
an accurate count, several Gay lead—
Many in the heterosexual commu—
dows, a Gay and Lesbian newspaper ers said the bathhouses and sex clubs
nity say they have trouble understand—
in Boston. "But nobody‘s quite sure around the country seem to have
ing how the clubs can be allowed to
what to do about it because we live in
grown in popularity in recent years.
operate when there still exists a fatal
a free and democratic society."
sexually transmitted disease with no
Though few in the Gay commu—
When the AIDS epidemic struck . nity say they want to see the sex clubs
immediate hope of a cure. And
in the early 1980s, many bathhouses
shut down, many are concerned that
Signorile said he can appreciate that
and steam rooms closed nationwide,
not enough is being done to ensure that
disbelief.

"Sex clubs in the heterosexual
world are certainly not and never have .
been something that the average het—
»
erosexual goes to on a regular basis,
he said. "Most people wouldn‘t see it
as giving up something that was a —
major part of their lives."
Michael Bronski, a writer who
lives in Cambridge, said the hetero—
sexual community often has trouble
understanding the integral role the
clubs play in Gay male social struc—
ture.
Moreover, many Gay leaders and
AIDS educators view the bathhouses
as essential forums for teaching Gay
and bisexual men about the urgency .
of condom use.
"If unsafe sex is happening in a
private bedroom, it‘s impossible for
an AIDS educator to deliver the mes—
sage," said Michael Isbell, public
policy director for the Gay Men‘s
Health Crisis, Inc., in New York, the
nation‘s oldest and largest AIDS or—
ganization.
=
Recent studies have shown that
AIDS infection rates are increasing
among young Gay men in particular.
GMHC and other groups, includ—
ing Boston‘s AIDS Action Commit—
tee, distribute literature and condoms
in commercial sex establishments.
«"By closing these places down,
will you reduce transmission rates or
will you do more harm than good by
impeding AIDS educational efforts?"
Isbell asked.
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Same—Sex

Marriage

HONOLULU (AP) — A univer—

Commision

current state budget shortfall.

Hears

First Testimony

to find out exactly what the impact

vors the same—sex benefits, it seems

is," Ghali said.

from the way the program‘s going."

Kalei Puha, a Lesbian in a same—

The seven—member commission

sex relationship, said the state would

due.

sity economist told the commission

Le Croix said 172,000 more tour—

studying the question of same—sex

ists would be enticed to come to

All but one person who appeared

marriage that Hawaii tourism would

Hawaii each year if same—sex mar—

Wednesday before the state Com—

is responsible for reporting to next

have saved a lot of money if she were

benefit if Gays were legally allowed

riages were made legal.

mission on Sexual Orientation and

year‘s Legislature on the legal and

allowed to receive health benefits
from her partner‘s health plan,

to marry in the islands.

—

Moheb Ghali, an economist at

the Law testified in favor of same—

economic benefits extended to op—

"Adding more tourists of any

Western Washington University,

sex marriages. Opponents are ex—

posite—sex couples, but not same—sex

"As it stands, it looks to me that

stripe to the state would in general

said too many tourists could drain

pected to testify Thursday.

couples. A series of meetings twice

the state will be required to assume

be good for the state," said Somner

Hawaii‘s resources.

"They‘re in that order because

a month has been scheduled until

the entire cost of my medical care,"

Le Croix, a University of Hawaii

"Before we go out and promote

that‘s the way (Chairman Tom Gill)

December, about the time when the

Puha said.

economist who noted how Hawaii‘s

more tourism, we should spend a

put them on there," said commission

commission‘s recommendations are

economy is in bad shape with the

minor percentage of (that money) ...

member James Hochberg. "He fa—

Retired

lowa

Bishop

Faces

January

Heresy

Trial

Former Iowa Episcopal Bishop

In January, 10 conservative bish—

from 1972—88. After he retired, he

diocese of Newark. He lives with his

openly, and that aggravates a lot of

Walter Righter, charged with heresy

ops charged Righter with violating

moved to New Jersey, where he

partner— a United Church of Christ

people."

for ordaining a Gay man, faces a

a canon law by "teaching a doctrine

served as an assistant to Newark

minister — in church housing.

church trial early next year.

contrary to that held by the church."

Bishop Jerry

The trial is set for Jan. 3—5, 1996, at

The. charge was put to a vote by

the Diocese of Chicago office, Bishop

the nation‘s bishops, and it received

Edward Jones of Indianapolis said Oct.

the 25 percent backing needed to

13.

press a trial.

Jones is president of the nine—

bishop Court for the Trial of a Bishop.

Mother

Righter, 71, was Iowa‘s bishop

Seeks

SPOKANE (AP) —The mother

$1

Million

In

"The church has been ordaining

Righter ordained Barry Stopfel, a

homosexual people for hundreds of

homosexual, as a deacon.

claim — which could become a civil

more than $1 million, contending the

lawsuit — contending that

her

coroner invaded her daughter‘s pri—

daughter "has been used and humili—

vacy when he publicly discussed her

ated by the Spokane County coro—

autopsy.

ner for selfish political purposes."

priesthood. If convicted, two—thirds

lives in Alstead, N.H., has said.

of the entire House of Bishops must

the priesthood. Stopfel now serves

"What we‘ve done in the last 25

agree with the decision to bring pun—

as senior pastor of a parish in the

years is getting around to doing it

ishment.

Coroner‘s

is charged with first—degree murder.

mosexuality

because

his

"I don‘t care what the political rami—
fications are on this," he said then. "It‘s

she had been repeatedly sodomized

a horrible, unbelievable thing that this

prior to her death "and sodomy is a

child went through and they (homo—

by Carver‘s father, Scott Carver.

homosexual act."

sexuals) destroyed her life."

Scott Carver spent a year in jail
for molesting another child and later
was found to be abusing Rachel,

Rachel Carver had been sodomized

read Beal‘s claim, but did not believe

Child Protective Services records in—

in the past touched off a recall drive

it had merit.

dicate.

The little girl‘s body was found
June 15 in Riverside State Park.

post

mortem of the girl‘s body showed

Amend claims he was given ver—

Amend said Oct. 2 he had not

used the death investigation to con—

Remarks

bal consent to speak about the case

Dr. Dexter Amend‘s remarks that

against the Republican coroner, who

In August, Amend said he felt
compelled to speak out against ho—

Still

University

to

the

best

For Order Form, send SASE to:
Suite 270

Publish

‘Outercourse‘

117 West Mt. Pleasent Avenue
Livingston, NJ 07039

Brochure

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP) —The University of North Carolina Health Services will pub—
lish a brochure later this year teaching students how to be sexually active while remaining
technically abstinent.
Titled "Outercourse (Being Sexual Without Intercourse)," the brochure will be distributed
in conjunction with World AIDS Day on Dec. 1.
"I‘m trying to help people think of alternatives to risky encounters," Christian Godwin,
who coordinates the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill AIDS counseling program,
told The Herald—Sun of Durham. "It‘s about redefining people‘s perceptions about sex. And
also to say that to
be abstinent is not
to say you can‘t be
At Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church we
sexual."

provide a carin

Student

—re—

growth through

sponses to a sur—
vey

will

personal beliefs.

be

chure

and

most

creative

community that fosters spiritual
free thought and respect for
This church seeks the wisdom of

many religious traditions and encourages the
expression of our ideals in service to all people.

printed in the bro—
the

ones will be fea—
Neshoba

tured in the ‘stu—

Unitarian

dent newspaper.
Universalist

Examples of
"outercourse"

Church

Rad

listed in the adver—
tisement included:
cuddling, French
kissing,
erotic

renting
movies,

giving body mas—
sages and shower—
ing together.

Sunday

a

scolding to banishment from the

years secretly," Righter, who now

Her uncle, Jason Wickenhagen,

claim against Spokane County for —

Righter, sanctions range from

Spong later ordained Stopfel to

Over

Lori Beal filed the $1.05 million

If the church court finds against

1990,

demn homosexuality.

of a slain 9—year—old girl has filed a

Spong.

11:00 a.m.

Rev. Jean Rowe, Minister
8580 Cordes Circle
(The Brookside Center—off Farmington Blvd.)
Germantown
For More Information call 756—5433
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LINCOLN, Neb. (AP) — Col.
Margarethe Cammermeyer admits
she couldn‘t say the words to the
Pledge of Allegiance after she was
discharged from the military for ad—
mitting her Gay lifestyle.
The military‘s "don‘t ask, don‘t
tell" policy, passed by Congress in
1993, allows Gays to serve if they
keep their sexuality private and do
not engage in homosexual conduct.
The policy also is supposed to stop
commanders from conducting inves—
tigations when they suspect a mili—
tary member is homosexual.
Cammermeyer broke the silence
on April 28, 1989, during a routine

+interview for a top—secret military
clearance when she answered an
official‘s background question on
sexual orientation by saying: "I am
a Lesbian."
Eleven months later, the Army
notified her of its intentions to dis—
miss her. Cammermeyer, then chief
nurse of the Washington State
Guard, was discharged June 11,
1992, after 26 years of service.
"After the discharge I went to a
ballgame," she said. "We said the
Pledge of Allegiance... ‘and liberty
and justice for all,‘ and all that. I just
couldn‘t say the words. There is not
liberty and justice for all."

Cammermeyer, the highest—rank—
ing officer to be discharged under
the homosexual policy of the U.S.
military, challenged the action in
court and was reinstated pending
appeal.
But because of the discharge ef—
forts, she has become an outspoken
advocate of Gay military members
who are fighting to serve their coun—
try. She travels the country to try to
educate listeners about what it means
to be homosexual. She stopped in
Lincoln Oct. 11 as speaker for Uni—
versity of Nebraska—Lincoln‘s Na—
tional Coming Out Day observance.
She is the subject of a television

Sexual
—

Minorities

a benign trait, implying that homo—
sexuality is something far different.
"What he doesn‘t understand at
all is homosexuality is an issue of
discrimination and equal rights, just
as it was when (President Harry)
Truman signed the executive order
against segregation and 25 years
later, when the Civil Rights bill was
enacted," she said.
Cammemeyer
spoke
at
Vanderbilt University on Oct. 12.
She also made an
on Sat.,
Oct. 14 at Out Charlotte ‘95, a five—
day Gay and Lesbian Festival held
in Charlotte, N.C. during the week
of National Coming Out Day.

Seek Greater

NOW TJN CAN BE
U.N.

REACHED BY E—MAIL
f

movie and book titled Serving in Si—
lence.
Cammermeyer said she has been
welcomed back into the military by
colleagues. "(Sexual orientation) re—
ally doesn‘t matter. What matters is
the work I do."
She also has been sought by other
military members who are apprehen—
sive of how they might be treated
under the policy.
In Nashville on Oct. 12 she said
ofColin Powell, "Here is a man who
himself has been a child of new in—
tegration in America, who has ben—
efited by people being challenged for
their discrimination, who calls race

Protection

NEW YORK (AP) — The
United Nations must do more to pro—
tect homosexuals from widespread
persecution, advocacy groups said.
At a meeting of human rights ac—
tivists near U.N. headquarters, men
and women from four continents
told of suffering rape, torture, incar—
ceration in psychiatric institutions,
arbitrary arrest and blackmail by
authorities.
The meeting was timed to coin—
cide with the U.N. gathering of

TJNmemphis @
AOL.com

world leaders to celebrate the
organization‘s 50th anniversary.
"There‘s no country where it‘s
perfectly safe to be openly Gay, Les—
bian, transgender or bisexual," said
Julie Dorf, executive director of the
International Gay and Lesbian Hu—
man Rights Commission, one of two
San Francisco—based groups that
sponsored the meeting.
U.N. human rights guarantees ap—
ply to all sexual orientations, she said.
Meeting participants urged the

United Nations to appoint a special
investigator to document abuses of
homosexuals, bisexuals and trans—
sexuals.
They called on governments to
repeal all laws that discriminate
against the groups and to protect
them against violence.
In addition to Americans, the
meeting included speakers from
Zimbabwe, the Philippines, Roma—
nia, El Salvador, India, Turkey and
Argentina.
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Matters
Fiction By Jim Norcross

"Honey. I‘m home," said Mike
as she entered the house. "I‘ve fin—
« ished working on the boat motor.
Think I got it going." She went to
the refrigerator and got herself a
glass of lemonade:"Got anythingfor
a sandwich? I‘mgoing to walk down
and get the mail. There maybe an
offer from the people who looked at
the lot on the other side of the lake
last week."
Claudia came out of the bed—
room where she had been lying
down. "Go get the mail and Ill
have something for lunch when
you get back." The mailbox was
a mile away on the main road.
Every day, until Claudia had
gotten heavy with child, they had
walked or jogged together to
pick up the mail.
"Okay. I‘ll be right back," .—
Mike said as she started to go out
the door, but pausedand returned _
to give Claudia a hug and a pat
on her stomach. "Sure you‘re feel—
ing all right?"
"Don‘t worry about me. I‘m not
the first person to have a baby, you
know. I‘m just a little tired for some
reason."

Life

lth
Claudia." se otes age
out. You‘ll see." we oe oke
David drove
Mikenextda
to they. "Now,
airport® aloneLater in the evening, feeling
indon‘tthecity
early
the
and a little
queasy,anddecided
Claudia
you
worry
abit
about
Claudi
a
tookacouple
ofaspirins
whileacross
you‘rethegone.G
ordon
andlf keep
Iare she
to turnwokein early. Around midnight,
just
lake,
and
we‘
with underthe
severe abdominal
asharp
look—ou
tforh
er.The
baby‘s
pains.
Reaching
comforter,
not
due
for
almost
two
months
.
Go
shefou
ndshew
asblee
ding."O
h,my
outan
d
takeca
re
ofyour
sister
and
God.Th
eBaby
—I‘m
having
amis—
get them moved here. It‘ll all work carriage. —
Tobe continued

and

time
was the lastdoestimethatshewell.wrote.
Imedon‘tseeorthinkshe
Let
the
letter
again.
How
did
Eddie"There‘s
do it?"a newspaperarticle en—
‘closed," Claudia
said, "Local
pulling busi—
out a
clipping
and
reading:
nessownercommitssuicide. Edwin
Ga—
J:Saunders
, ownerofSaunders
‘rage,
was
found
sitting
in
his
dune
buggy
his placeonceof business.
He
had shotin himself
in
the
head
his own pistol. There was no
<.with pected."
noteleftandnofoulplayissus—
Claudiaclipping
handedbackthe
letter
andnews
toMike."Thishastobeterrible
onthe
girls. LittletheirDaddy,"
Loretta and
Sissy
worshiped
‘saidClaudia."Icouldseeitthe
couple oftimes I saw them to—
gether."
"We‘ve
got to help some
way,
Claudia."
—*a someone
The telephone
rang.to Itmake
was
wanting
reservations for thirty retired
biologyteacherswhowantedto
comewatching
for an extended
weekendof
bird
and
leaf
gathering.
Thesandwichesand
Marynell‘slet—
ter were forgotten
business
of gettingin thetheensuing
group
An tohourtheirlaterforgotten
the twolunch,
sat back
down
now
grown
cold.
Claudia
spoke.
"Mike,
you have flyout.
to go outI‘vebeen
there.Callthinking
your
sisterand
whatwouldyou thinkofaskingthem
tocomehereandlivewith
us?Bring
them
here.
Don‘t
take
no
for
anthat?"
an—
swer.
What
do
you
think
of
Claudia paused and reached over
andtookMikehand."Ithinkthegirls
wouldto love
it them
here and
it would
be
nice
have
out
of
the
city.
They
could
havethat‘scabinoff number
eleven,
the
one
therented
lake
front.
It‘s
alwaysthelastone
but it‘s largeenough
forthethreeof
them."
Maybe
a
little
crowded, canbut—
itmake
has two
bedrooms
andthey
due—at least
until we can
work"Oh,something
elseout."
Claudia that‘swonderful. I
thoughtofthatbutdidn‘twanttosay
anythingtoseeifyou
wouldobject.
Thankyou.
I
loveyou."Shereached
over thecall table
and kissed
Claudia.ar—
"I‘ll
Marynell
and
make
rangements
toflyI‘m out.
Will you be:
all rightwhile
gone?"
"Sure.andDavidandGordonare
I‘llbe fine. Motheris not
faraway
acrossthe
lake.
Don‘tworry."
"Well,
I
won‘tbegonebutafew
days.
thinkyou‘llbeall
right.
Pllconsider
callIfyou
Marynell
and
see
ifshewill
coming here. I agree the
girlswill
loveit."Mike‘smoodwas
upbeatandexcited."Oh,thankyou,
Claudia.
You know I didn‘t wantto
leaveCaliforniaatfirst,certainlynot
to come here, but I waswrong. But
nowwiththelodgeandthebabyand
Marynell beandhappier.
the girlsI coming
couldn‘t
love youI

ing across the top the pages. She
glanced through the first page and
muttered "Oh, no!" and placed the
letter on the table.
"What‘s the matter?" asked
Claudia. "Aré the girls all right? Has
there been an accident?"
"<Marynell‘s husband thas killed
himself!"
f
"Eddie? Why?: How?":
Mike handed the letter to Claudia
and pushed her sandwich aside.
"Eddie gambled. I told you that. He

was blue collar but a decent hard
working guy. He certainly accepted
me and he adored Marynell and the
girls. He didn‘t drink—but his gam—
bling was like an illness. You met
himdidn‘t you?"
S
"I know, but I still worry about
Yes.
You
were
working
for
him
you. That‘s my job," Mike said as
when we first met."
she went out the door.
"Eddie was a great mechanic,"
Mike was disappointed that no
continued Mike, "with his own ga—
offer.was in the mail. There were
rage. He sure taught me a lot of what
however, several reservation re—
I know about motors." She got up
quests. It was going to be a great
and went to the window and looked
season for bookings at the lodge.
out
over the lake. "Whatever will
Shuffling through the L.L. Bean and
Marynell
and the girls do now?"
Radio Shack catalogs and her Field
Claudia picked up the letter and
and Stream magazine, Mike found
started reading it. "It‘s terrible.
a letter from her sister in California
Marynell says they‘ve lost every—
near the bottom of the stack.
thing.
Eddie cashed in their life in—
"Marynell," muttered Mike, sit—
surance, sold their truck, mortgaged
ting down at the edge of the gravel
the garage and their trailer. It hap—
road and starting to open it. There
pened
while Marynell was gone for
must be trouble. Marynell wasn‘t
a
month.
They‘d quarreled, and
much of a writer. In fact, she was
Marynell took the girls and left.
seldom heard from her except for
Eddie flipped out—went on a gam—
birthday cards and her annual Christ—
bling
and a betting binge. It seems
mas letter. Mike held the letter for a
he
got
in so deep that he thought
moment and then rose, deciding she
there was no other way out.
would wait until she was with
Everything‘s gone. How could any—
Claudia to open it.
one do that?"
Back at the lodge, Mike washed
"It‘s an illnessas I told you,"
her hands and sat down at the table
Mike
said. "He‘d gone to Gamblers
in front of the bacon and tomato
Anonymous, and I thought he was
sandwich Claudia had prepared.
Mike pulled the letter out from her cured, but when Marynell left, it
must have set him off." Mike came
hip pocket. "Got a letter from
back to the table and put her arms
Marynell."
around Claudia. "I‘m going to call
"Oh, what did she have to say? I
Marynell. What time is it out there
always liked her and the kids the few
now?"
She looked at the clock over
times Imet them. The girls must be
the sink.
what—five and four now?" said
"Mike, wait," Claudia said.
Claudia, sitting down across the
_"Let‘s
talk about this. I know you
table from Mike. "I hope
two
are
close. I never had a sister
everything‘s all right." Mike was
and
always
wanted one, especially
making no effort to open the letter
an older one. But, let‘s get a plan
but sat holding it. "Open it, for good—
ness sake," said Claudia, taking a together before we call. Is Marynell
still working as a hair—dresser?
bite of her sandwich.
Mike ran a fingernail under the | Would she take money if we offer
it?"
seal, and pulled out the two single
"I know she‘s was working part—
sheets which had teddy bears danc—
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By Deb Richardson—Moore
The Greenville News

GREENVILLE, S.C. (AP) —
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Clinton Policy on Military Gays Not Final Answer
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — Presi—
dent Clinton‘s campaign promise to
~ bring an end to the controversy of
Gays in the military has done little
to sideline the issue.
"I think the homosexual issue
will not go away," said Bob
Maginnis, a policy analyst with the
Family Research Council in Wash—
ington, D.C. He is amongexperts
who predict the U.S. Supreme Court
eventually will have to rule on the
topic.
Issues such as the rights of indi—
viduals and the nation‘s ability to
field a strong military force will re—
ceive prominent attention as the
courts, Congress and Clinton con—
tinue grappling with whether Gays
should serve in the armed forces.
Gay rights supporters say the
military is trampling on the consti—
tutional rights of homosexual service
members with a policy that prevents
them from publicly stating their
sexual orientation and discriminates
against them.
Others say homosexuals would
disrupt the ranks and create logisti—
cal problems for military command—
ers and could weaken the armed

forces.
>
Col. Margarethe Cammermeyer,
a former Vietnam nurse, spoke re—
cently at the University of Nebraska—
Lincoln.; Cammermeyer was
discharged in 1992 after she ac—
knowledged being a Lesbian. She
was reinstated June 1, 1994.
The 53—year—old divorced mother
of four is now serving in the Wash—
ington State National Guard while
the decision is under appeal.
"They thought I would cause
harm to the military as a whole," she
said. "Obviously, that was not the
case."
%
Capt. Rich Richenberg, a Gay of—
ficer at Offutt Air Force Base, is
among those fighting in court to save
his career. Richenberg‘s lawsuit is
among nine federal court cases on
the issue pending across the nation.
Richenberg, an electronic war—
fare officer for an Offutt reconnais—
sance unit, obtained a court order in
September that temporarily blocks
his discharge while he wages his le—
gal fight against the Defense Depart—
ment and the Air Force.
A U.S. District Court judge in
Omaha has scheduled a November

hearing for Richenberg‘s lawsuit.
Creighton University law profes—
sor David Larson, who specializes
in labor and unemployment law,
called Richenberg‘s court order a
major victory for Gays or Lesbians
facing ouster from the military.
"They don‘t have to suffer under
a discharge while they appeal,"
Larson told the Omaha World—Her—
ald.
Two other cases could be the first
to reach the U.S. Supreme Court,
legal
observers
said,
but
Richenberg‘s lawsuit also could
reach the nation‘s highest court.
"I wouldn‘t rule out that his case
might be the first to go to the Su—
preme Court," said C. Dixon
Osburn, a co—director of the
Servicemembers Legal Defense
Network in Washington, D.C.
Osburn‘s organization supports
Gays and Lesbians in the military.
The debate about Gays in the
military began raging during the
1992 presidential election. As a can—
didate, Bill Clinton promised that if
elected he would overturn the policy
prohibiting homosexuals from serv—
ing in the military.

Top military and congressional
leaders fought Clinton on the issue
in the early days of his administra—
tion. After intense wrangling, the
two sides reached a compromise.
Congress put the negotiated pro—
posal into law in late 1993, and the
Defense Department implemented a
policy it said was based on the law
in February 1994. The Defense De—
partment policy, known informally
as "don‘t ask, don‘t tell, don‘t pur—
sue," allows Gays to serve if they
do not engage in homosexual con—
duct and keep their sexuality private.
The policy also is supposed to stop
commanders from beginning inves—

tigations when they suspect a mili—
tary member is homosexual.
Gay—rights supporters contend
that a Gay military member‘s free—
speech rights are infringed because
his public statement can result in his
or her discharge, said Evan Wolfson,
an attorney with the Lambda Legal
Defense and Education Fund in New
York.
The policy infringes on constitu—
tional equal—protection rights be—
cause heterosexual members of the
military retain their free—speech
rights while Gay members do not,
Wolfson said. "That is just not
American."
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Marine Reservist Fights
For Military Career
MUSCATINE, Iowa (AP) — A
former active—duty Marine has re—
turned home to Iowa, where he‘s
continuing his battle to stay in the
military — despite an investigation
into his sexual orientation.
Kevin Blaesing, 24, of Muscatine
is fighting for re—enlistment into ac—
tive duty and for continued service
as a reservist.
His case is among at least two
dozen ongoing military cases that
hinge on the "Don‘t ask, don‘t tell,
don‘t pursue" policy about homo—
sexuality that went into effect in
April 1994.
"I‘m fighting for my career, for
my reputation as a good Marine, and
against being discriminated against,"
said Blaesing.
When asked directly, Blaesing
won‘t say whether he is Gay. How—
ever, he will showa videotape of a
Gay and Lesbian pride eventlast April
in Columbia, S.C., at which he spoke.
"I stand before you a corporal in
the United States Marine Corps, and
a very proud Gay man," Blaesing
told the audience.
Blaesing, who returned to
Muscatine in August from his last
post in South Carolina, wants to be
transferred to a Marine reserve unit
based in Des Moines.
Depending on the findings of an
investigation concluded in October,
the board could vote to discharge
him from the reserves.
According to documents,
Blaesing‘s first three years in the
Marine Corps were stellar. Several

officers who testified at a May 1994
hearing to discharge Blaesing from
active duty gave him high praise.
Blaesing‘s struggle began while
he was on active duty at the Naval
Weapons Station and had questions
about whether he might be Gay. On
Sept. 20, 1993, he visited naval psy—
chologist Christine Bachmann and
asked her what it meant to be Gay.
Bachmann testified she did not
know what Blaesing‘s sexual orien—
tation was. However, she was
obliged under military rules to report
what in civilian life would have been
confidential information.
Blaesing, who was promoted to
the rank ofcorporal, said he was later
harassed and badgered into making
a statement about homosexuality and
into seeking a discharge.
A three—member board voted 2—
1 in May 1994 to discharge him, but
the recommendation was later over—
turned by a general.
When his re—enlistment came due
in September 1994, he was given the
lowest recommendation from his
commanding officer. His re—enlist—
ment was first denied due to lack of
jobs. After a review, the Marines
offered a one—year contract to "prove
himself."
Blaesing left active duty but
stayed in the Charleston area, serv—
ing in a Marine reserve unit. Since
returning to Iowa, he has pursued le—
gal avenues to get back in the ser—
vice.
"If a larger battle is won because
of this, then great," Blaesing said.
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Kendall, founderofthe Miss Gay Memphispageant,
with VincentAstor. The Miss Memphis plaque (seen at
left in the picture) has been installed at the Memphis
Amber Starr (Stefan Dupont) Miss Gay Memphis , |. and Tammika St.
John (Jon Robinson), Miss Gay Memphis 1986, at last month‘s
MGLCC Potluck dinner which honored the Miss Gay Memphis
ritage
mx
a
heritage.

Gay and Lesbian Community Center.
You won‘t often see him like this in his DJ
booth, but Backstreet‘s new DJ "Baby Mark"
will keep you dancin‘.

Take Pictures?
Share Them!
Send your pictures
to

+
«Aimee
eleom
evening Crossroads
Miss Bitch ”we/eorﬁes the n
bartender, Rickey (Sacajawea) Lott.

Winners of Crossr

M“Bt‘1tel7mersonality Contest.
Left to right: Y‘Vonne (2nd Place), Toni Rae (1st Place),
Jo Freda (3rd Place).
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Self-Defense Class Helps Gay Men Take Back the Night
By D.C. Culbertson
ing to Lostraining
Angeles,course,
she took
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IV,
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will
discover
that
one
may
eat
About
Town
You know, sometimes the tim—
several
of the most distinguished
Shirley
at
Nikita‘s
tells
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that
a
and
a
costume
contest
at
Amnesia
literally
all
day
long
on
Thanksgiv—
ing of a monthly publication is
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scholars in the nation
major
rehab,
as
opposed
to
a
minor
ing
because
of
several
of
our
local
at
midnight
on
the
28th,
MGLCC
rough. If you happen to read this
last
month.
She
is hoping for publi—
facelift,
will
be
happening
soon
at
on
the
29th,
Miss
Mess
Memphis
saloons
and
organizations.
The
best
the weekend it comes out, you can
cation
of
the
dissertation
in the up—
that
bar,
We
will
be
pleased
to
see
at Amnesia on the 29th, and
known are the Sunshine Lounge,
select from several large Hallow—
coming
years
but has
what
is
in
store
as
there
is
a
Backstreet on the 31st.
Nikita‘s, Crossroads, MGLCC,
een events which begin the week—
promised
to share
group
of
folks
If you happen to read this later
Holy:Trinity, 501/505 and the Pipe—
end before. High Hats and High
who find it
many of her find—
ings with TIN. |
their favorite
F
Lambda
watering
hole.
zB Men‘s Chorus
:
{Egan/£5
is busy solic—
Dolls
iting — new
and Bears
voices for its
i —a‘ .s
from b‘z’sg’laguau
Christmas
moved to
Concert. No
mid—
date or place
to w n . >
yet but under
Scottie (of
ThsJWaqsJaquars wouldlike to
its new direc—
Dutch and
torship, it is
Scottie or of
working
very hard.
Dolls
and
thank Tommy Stewart, owner, for
Theirannual Chili Din—
Bears, take your
pick) can also be found in theprepa— nerwill be held at Union Ave. Meth—
—ration—
for—body—jewelry department odist on Nov. 19 at 5 p.m.
agrezing to sponsorateam; employees, |
at their neighbor, Dave‘s Tattoos, Hope House, the day care facil—
which has opened up across from ity for HIV/AIDS children begun
pupons endfansfo. Baoting is"Tags
Western Steak House on Madison. through the efforts of the Junior
We do an occasional article on af— League, raised over $1,600 at its
firming
businesses as well as those fund—raiser at WKRB.
With your assistance, support and encourage—
belonging to family. We always ap— Congratulationsto GeorgeJr. and
preciate leads because we can be Debbie on their8th anniversary. We
ment, we accomplished the following:
very supportive of folks who sup— love you lots and lots.
port us back.
We are also given to understand Weekend From Where?
Second Place — Music City Softball League
that a regular LeatherNight happens Weekends tendto get crowded
every Friday at Michael‘s in Little occasionally. Just like the weekend
Nashville, TN
Rock. This bar is on the main floor of both the Miss Gay Memphis re—
of the Little Rock Inn which is union at MGLCC‘smonthlyPotluck
friendly
but not in the same way as and the Alliance Chili Cookoff at
Third Place — Gateway Classic Tournament
the notorious Parliament House in 501/505.AmberStarrandTammika |
St. Louis, MO
Orlando. It can most kindly be de— St.Johnweretheonly twotitlehold—
scribed as basic bed, no breakfast ers who made it, Amber being the
(sort of Admiral Benbow—ish). The present Miss Memphis. Acertificate
bar itself is lovely and we have had was presented to Bill Kendall, one
Participant — Southern Shootout
of the founders of Miss Memphis,
very nice times there.
Birmingham, AL —
Memphis Pride hassucceeded in 26 years after the landmark event.
keeping Pride in front of lots of Gary Salles,whohasrecently re—reg—
people even in the fall. We are isteredthetitle, haspromisedthatthe
. pleased andgratified thatBackstreet next pageant will be a Pride month
Participant — Music City Classic
and Alliance chose to support this event, will be a fund—raiserforchar—
Nashville, TN
organization which is in the midst ity and will hopefully take place in
ofplanningwhatwill bethe yet big— 1996. Atthesameevent,certificates
were presented to Miki Zulewski
gest Pride ever.
As did Priscilla, Queen of the and B. J. Massengale (and moi,
Thanks Again!
Desert, the prevue ofJeffrey filled which was asurprise) forconsistent
the Showcase Cinema 12 with two and loyal support of MGLCC.
adjutoriums full offamily to benefit We got to judge the chili again
Aloysius Home. We had to miss it, this yearand we had nicecomments
but events like these are certainly a aboutall 14entries. Fourteen! Wings
break from the norm. Maybe we won the trophy in heated (tee—hee)
shouldorganize some nights out at competition. The Midtown Whores
some other places like Skateland or won for best presentation (after all,
If Interested something.
It has beenfun in the sterling and china do indeed make a
past, and why should the Bowling difference in taste, even with a
League have all the fun now? We Fiestaware type of dish like chili).
in playing on hear
much ofthe softball scuttlebutt We wanteddesperately fora niceso—
has been resolved in true licitousboy tototeus homeon atwo—
sportspersonlike (that‘s a mouthful) wheelerbut theone boy who seemed
next year‘s
fashion. Look for details elsewhere; willingdidn‘t have the two—wheeler.
they
are very good about covering Wade, where were you? We had to
teams
Call
their
own
events.
«be content with a foot massage
N
Southern Country‘s annual Billy whichwent alongwith thebootshine
Cross Memorial Fund Raiser raised at Tsarus Pledge Club Night at the
Chuck at
over $1,000 for MGLCC/Switch— Pipeline. Perhaps bigger attendance
board. There is a very nice article next year would be realized by hav—
somewhere which has listed all of ing the contest closer to dinner time
. 682—9928
the names we always tend to forget. rather than prime time at the bar.
Daneel Buring, our local histo—
see LadyA. p 29
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Lady A. continued
Church Chat
Safe Harbor MCC‘s has called a
new pastor, Greg Bullard, who hails
from Birmingham. Only minor, de—
tails remain which will keep him
from relocating to Memphis. MCC
still meets at MGLCC every Sunday
morning (don‘t get tongue—tied try—
ing to read that last sentence aloud).
Speaking of church, Holy Trin—
ity continues opening its facilities to
community events. High Hats and
High Heels IV takes place in the
covered parking area in October, the
Raccoon Queen Pageant from
Lambda Center has relocated there
in November, Aloysius Home has
been holding their day care program
in the church facility and we got our
flu shot there thanks to the Wellness
Center. Do not be reticent about tak—
ing advantage of these wonderful
programs; many events have noth—
ing to do with church membership
(although much to do with mem—
bers).
We will have information next
month about another congregation
which is organizing in the Memphis
area.
R
Though several congregations
welcome Gays and Lesbians, two
other congregations in Memphis
have published open and affirming
policies which clearly and specifi—

cally welcome Lesbians and Gays.
month. We must therefore relegate
These are First Congregational this effort to the Nice Try depart—
United Church of Christ and the
ment. We did enjoy the screening of
Memphis Friends Meeting (Quak—
a brand new video documentary
ers). We seem to run into UCC and
about one ofour favorite classic Gay
Quaker organizations wherever we
brothers, Richard Halliburton, for
go, so we know that these feelings
whom the bell tower at Rhodes is
are widespread. We noticed the
named.
other day that the Memphis Friends
Meeting has relocated to Cooper—
The Runaround
Young at a very nice location. Of
Backstreet will hold a Full Moon
course, we notice First Congrega—
Party on Nov. 7 and host the Belle
tional every Sunday as it has the un—
Curves on Nov. 22.
equivocal Lady A. stamp of
Amnesia has planned a very full
approval (and lots of Lady A‘s Half
month with Storm Front on Nov. 10,
and Half for Sunday coffee). No, we
Polly Darton on Nov. 11, video star
did not think up the name Church
Gianfranco on Nov. 24, and Shan—
Chat.
non DeVaughn on Nov. 25 & 26.
Meristem will join Holy Trinity,
Aphrodite will hold its annual
Safe Harbor, First Congregational,
That‘s Entertainment benefit at
P—FLAG and several other organi—
WKRB on Nov. 26 to benefit Trin—
zations to host "Reclaiming the
ity AIDS Hospice Endowment
Scriptures, Sexuality and Spiritual—
Fund.
f
ity in the Bible Belt" with guest
Miss River City, hosted by Trixie
speakers Virginia Mollenkott and
Thunderpussy, will be held on Nov.
Debra Morrison the first weekend
30 at Autumn St. Pub.
in November.
J—Wag‘s will showcase the Heart—
The World AIDS Day Com—
land Hunks on Nov. 20.
memoration will be held this year
Final Round
at Temple Israel on Nov. 30.
Look next month for the return
of Lady A‘s annual Open House, this
Nice Try
time to be a Coffee Hour/House—
We only heard from one of our
warming/Sangria and Cellarette
fellow Southwestern/Rhodes
Party. No, you must look up
alumni and also saw absolutely no
"cellarette" for yourself.
sign anywhere of the Gay/Straight
_ Alliance at Homecoming this past
Ta, ta.
Lady A.

World AIDS Day Commemoration
Interfaith Service
Temple Israel
Thursday, November 30

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
United Church of Christ 234 S.Watkins 278—6786
An Open and Affirming

Congregation.

Sunday School
9:30 AM
Worship 8:30 & 11 AM
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Question
Continued from page 6
the information gap. It is billed as the first TV
series to offer a detailed look at the Gay civil
rights movement. (A companion book has
been published by Scribner.)
ITVS, based in St. Paul, Minn., was cre—
ated in 1989 to increase the diversity of pro—
grams available to public TV stations. It
receives funding from the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting.
Each Equality segment was produced by a
different filmmaker or team. The series opens
with Arthur Dong‘s Out Rage ‘69, a look at
the Stonewall riots and other events that led to
the formation oftoday‘s Gay rights movement.
Culture Wars, from producers Tina
DiFeliciantonio and Jane C. Wagner, explores
the rise ofhomophobia, anti—Gay violence, and
attacks on social and legal gains for homo—
sexuals.
The third episode, HollowLiberty produced
by Robyn Hutt and Bennett Singer, looks at
federal rules affecting Gays and Lesbians, in—
cluding state sodomy laws and the military‘s
past and current Gay policies.
Generation Q, by filmmaker Robert Byrd,
looks at Gay youth — the generation that has
turned the epithet "queer" into a bold badge
of honor — and the future they represent.
Meieran expected the fourth segment to
prove the most controversial.
"In looking at the anti—Gay initiatives in
Oregon, Colorado, Maine, wherever they ap—
peared, the issue of children has always been
the most intense and hotly debated," he said,
citing fears that youngsters are "recruited" by
Gays.
The hope, he said, is that the film moves
Community Center
Continued from page 3
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certify specialists in the law
and we do not claim such certification.

Tennessee does not

to have this delightful individual greeting the
new and visiting people to your community.
The reason I am writing to you today is to
l emphasize the importance of a strong com—
munity center with a solid volunteer base.
Although Hunter would never say it, I could
tell from our conversation that he is doing a
lot of the work for the center by himself. The
Gay community of Memphis should be proud
and available at this man‘s beck and call. His
work is the face of your community and supporting that should be a priority for every Les/
Bi/Gay person in Memphis. You have a lovely
center that I can only hope to reproduce in
Tulsa. Let your community know how proud
you are by volunteering some time to lead a
class, answer the phones, make the coffee, buy
the sodas for a month, or just write a check to

Q—Q"

EZ

the debate away from rhetoric by showing
these are "human lives, not abstracts — real
people with real feelings, with parents, who
go to school like straight teen—agers."
Generation Q spotlights Gay teen—agers
enrolled in an alternative school in Los Ange—
les, a Gay teen—age support group in Albuquer—
que and Massachusetts teen—agers who lobbied
to change state law.
Byrd, the segment‘s producer, also ex—
pected his hour could catch the most heat. But
he was unwilling to tailor it to avoid criticism.
"I went into this making no pretense of
making it totally objective," Byrd said. "I
wanted the point of view of the kids to be pre—
sented. I wasn‘t interested in the Christian
right; I wasn‘t interested in opposing points
of view; I was interested in what these kids
had to say."
_
Some critics have found aspects of Gen—
eration Q disturbing, he said. The film includes
frank talk and scenes that, while not sexually
graphic, leave no doubt that the youngsters
involved are sexually active.
"It sends people into a tailspin, not only
straight people but adult Gay people as well"
because of their inability to deal openly with
adolescent sexuality.
The Gay rights movement is undergoing
its own search for identity and direction, said
Meieran; he believes The Question ofEqual—
ity offers history and insight at a key moment.
"Knowledge is power, and our movement
is so young it hasn‘t had the benefit of being
able to reflect properly on its goals, to really
pose the hard questions of what we want to
achieve," he said.
"We haven‘t been able to hold a mirror up
and say ‘This is what we‘ve been doing right,
what we‘ve been doing wrong.‘ "
support the center. Please call your center to—
day, see what is being done to represent you
and participate in every event you can to sup—
port and create growth for your center. By
supporting the community center of Memphis
you are supporting the face of your commu—
nity.
Speaking from a community that currently
does not have a center I can only say how for—
tunate you are to have a center up and running
so well. There are communities all over the
U.S.A. that would love to have a center like
yours, so show your pride and support today.
Regards,
Tim E. Gillean
President Tulsa Oklahomans for Human Rights
Hear Us Out Talk show host on the
World Wide Web
Founder Rainbow Business Guild Inc.
Recent Visitor to Memphis
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Meristem Sponsoring Sexuality
and Spirituality

Weekend

Meristem is sponsoring a weekend of Ac—
tivities revolving around the concept of "Re—
claiming the Scriptures: Sexuality &
Spirituality in the Bible Belt," Nov. 3—5. The
weekend will feature Dr. Virginia Mollenkott
and Debra Morrison.
Dr. Mollenkott is author of eleven books
including Is the Homosexual My Neighbor,
TheDivine Feminine: BiblicalImagery ofGod
as Female, and Sensuous Spirituality: Out
From Fundamentalism.
Morrison is a certified financial planner and
has been in the financial services business for
almost 20 years.
f.
Mollenkott and Morrison are life—partners
and live in Hewitt, New Jersey.
The weekend will begin on Fri., Nov. 3 with
a talk by Dr. Mollenkott titled "Reclaiming
the Scriptures: Sexuality and Spirituality in the
Bible Belt." Itwill be followed by a reception
sponsored by Cotton Pickin‘ Squares.
Workshops on Saturday will include two

interactive presentations by Dr. Mollenkott
called "Reimagining God as Sophia." Ms.
Morrison will do a workshop on money is—
sues.
During lunch time, Dr. Mollenkott will be
available for book signings and Ms. Morrison
will be available for one—on—one consultations.
The workshops are being held at Holy Trin—
ity Community Church, 1559 Madison Ave.
a
y
in Memphis.
On Sunday, Dr. Mollenkott will preach the
sermon at Holy Trinity Community Church‘s
11:00 a.m. service. Her sermon is titled " Jesus
Tells Us Saints How to Be Happy."
The weekend is being presented in coop—
eration with Holy Trinity Community Church,
Safe Harbor Metropolitan Community
Church, Memphis PFLAG, Aloysius Home
and Cotton Pickin‘ Squares.
Registration is required for all talks with
the exception of the Holy Trinity service. Call
276—0282 for details.
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Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602

Unprecedented Coalition of

Connection Center — 761—3435

Organizations Formed to

Holy Trinity Community Church— 726—9443
Safe Harbor MCC — 272—9637

for Same—Gender Couples

é

Memphis Friends Meeting—323—3196
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church—756—5433

—Strategies Outlined in News Conference
—

ing to prohibit other states from recognizing
these marriages.
o
"By promoting misinformation and fear
regarding same—gender marriage, the Radical
Right has raised significant funds to increase
their influence on state governments," said
Laurie McBride, Executive Director of LIFE:
California‘s Lesbian/Gay and AIDS Lobby.
"Having successfully engineered legislation
prohibiting recognition of marriages for same—
gender couples in Utah, they are actively tar—
geting other states. Unless we mobilize
nationally, we are at risk of losing the free—
dom to marry in many states before it is even
won."
The national coalition is calling on activ—
ists and organizations across the country to
sign the Coalition‘s Marriage Resolution, edu—
cate the public about the issue, reach out to
potential allies for support, and write letters to
the media. For example, the National Gay &
Lesbian Task Force, in cooperation with coa—
lition members, has compiled a comprehen—
sive Marriage Action Kit, available by calling
202—332—6483, ext. 3327. People can also get
involved by contacting local offices of coali—
tion member organizations or by supporting
them financially with checks earmarked for
the "Freedom to Marry."
"In Los Angeles, a local Freedom to Marry
coalition of more than 20 diverse organiza—
tions was formed to mobilize support and edu—
cate the public in California," said Lorri L.
Jean, Executive Director of the Los Angeles
Gay & Lesbian Community Services Center.
"Our efforts can easily be replicated in com—
munities across the country."
Working closely with the national coali—
tion, the L.A. Coalition is organized around
several committees, including outreach, pub—
lic relations, newsletter/internet, clergy, fund—
raising and resolution support. A steering

_

First Congregational Church — 278—6786

Support the Freedom to Marry

Under the banner "Freedom to Marry," an
unprecedented coalition of national, state and
local organizations recently formed to mobi—
lize public support for same—gender marriage.
In an Oct. 2 tele—news conference with Gay
and Lesbian press from across the country, four
coalition representatives stressed the urgency
and importance of a national, united mobili—
zation effort and outlined strategies to win and
keep the freedom to marry for same—gender
couples.
"This is truly an historic occasion — it will
take this kind of teamwork, supporting activ—
ists and other organizations across the coun—
try, for us to combat the Radical Right‘s
well—organized attempts to deny us this basic
human right — the ability to marry the one
we love," said Evan Wolfson, Director of —
Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund‘s
Marriage Project.
The coalition will work with others to edu—
cate the public, reach out to local and national
allies, and mobilize support in every state to
defend the victory anticipated from a case in
Hawaii. The historic case, legal experts be—
lieve, is likely to make Hawaii the first state
in the country to recognize civil marriages of
same—gender couples. Its Supreme Court rec—
ognizes this issue as one of gender discrimi—
nation —prohibited by the state constitution.
A final decision is anticipated in the next
couple of years.
A victory in Hawaii means couples who
travel to the state to legally marry, should ex—
pect to have their marriage recognized in their
home state. "There are powerful legal reasons
why a lawful marriage in one state must be
recognized by all other states," said Wolfson,
co—counsel in the Hawaii case.
Those who oppose same—gender couples
having the freedom to marry the one they love
and support, however, are aggressively work—

Spiritual Resources in the Memphis Area

Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479

_

St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 7264104
St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1412
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
Unity Church (Kirby Road) — 753—0831

.\

— Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News

committee meets monthly.
"We‘ve been very successful in educating
© the community through a well attended recep—
tion for one of the couples in the Hawaii case,
a news conference to announce the City of
West Hollywood‘s endorsement of same—gen—
der marriage, and by speaking before numer—
ous clubs and organizations, marching in the
Gay pride parade, briefing key political fig—
ures and distributing fliers," said Jean.
One of the key obstacles coalition mem—
bers encounter while educating the public is
the misinformation propagated by the Radi—
f
cal Right.
"We need to make it clear," said Donald
Suggs, Associate Director of the Gay and Les—
bian AllianceAgainst Defamation, "that reli—
gious and civil/legal marriages are two
separate institutions. We believe the state
should not dictate which marriages any reli—
gion performs or recognizes, just as religions
should not dictate who gets a civil marriage
license from the state. The Radical Right is
confusing religious and civil marriage in an
attempt to mislead people."
Other arguments used by the Radical Right
to oppose same—gender marriage are strikingly
similar to those used 30 years ago when civil
rights groups fought government interference
in the rights of others to marry.
"It was only 30 years ago that interracial
couples were prohibited from legally marry—
ing," said McBride. "Today, very similar ar—

J

guments are being used to deny same—gender
couples the freedom to marry."
The unique tele—news conference was spon—
sored by the Human Rights Campaign Fund.
The coalition includes ACLU Lesbian and Gay
Rights Project, Asian Pacific Islander Lambda
Chapter of Japanese American Citizens
‘League, National Black Gay & Lesbian Lead—
ership Forum, Gay & Lesbian Advocates and
Defenders, Gay & Lesbian Parents Coalition
International, Gay & Lesbian Victory Fund,
Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation
(GLAAD), Human Rights Campaign Fund,
Latino Lesbian and Gay Organization,
Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund,
LIFE: California‘s Lesbian/Gay & AIDS
Lobby, Log Cabin Republicans, Los Angeles
Gay & Lesbian Community Services Center,
National Organization for Women, National
Coalition for Lesbian Rights, National Gay &
Lesbian Task Force, New York City Lesbian
and Gay Community Services Center, and
Parents, Friends and Families of Lesbians and

anything I‘d done before. At the cludes k.d., on the creative impetus
"The approach I took on this al— early this year.
"I wanted to do something more same time, we started leaning to a behind AZ You Can Eat. "There‘s a
bum is completely different than
pop," she explains. "It was an inten— sensual R&B groove, picking up on more carefree, easy feeling to the
anything else I‘ve ever done... more
tional move away from the more tra— Marvin Gaye and Al Green. The lyr— vocals and a more immediate impact
ambient and ethereal. I moved from
ditional aspects ofIngenue. I‘d been ics were the last thing to come, and in the lyrics. I can‘t say exactly how
the outside of the songs and worked
listening to a lot of pop groups like when they did, the words just we got here, but it feels like the right
inward until I reached the center,
Elastica, Blur, Radiohead and Oa— seemed to come out of me from place to be."
where the words and music became
That‘s a sentiment sure to be ech—
sis, as well as people like PJ Harvey some subconscious place. Before,
very straightforward and direct."
and Bjork and foundI really liked I‘d always tended toward romantic oed by any listener bold enough to
Ambient and centered... ethereal
'
some ofthe directions they were tak— metaphors. This time around it was follow wherek.d. lang leads.
and direct. It‘s a fitting combination
much more direct and sexual. I —re—
of dualities to explain All You Can
ing."
:
Yet, for all her eclectic leanings,~ ally said what I meant."
Eat, the latest Warner Bros. Records
And what she means is right up
album from k.d. lang. A collection the last thing k.d. was seeking was a
front on tracks like "Get Some," —
of 10 new originals, including her berth on the alternative bandwagon.
"Acquiesce" and "Sexuality," where
latest single "If I Were You,"All You "Alternative is a genre all by itself,"
she asserts. "I just don‘t want to be— sinuous melodies, heavy bottom and
Can Eat is described by the triple
long to any one musical style. Even explicit emotions combine to create
Grammy—winning singer and
a frank and enticing musical mix.
songwriter as both "a logical step" though I was hearing a lot ofpop and
Assisting in the process was a
rock, I knew I didn‘t really have a
and "a tremendous progression."
voice suited strictly to that style. I collection of veteran k.d. lang _
Ambiguities are, of course, only
needed to find a way to make it my sidemen, including Ben Mink on
natural from an artist who steadfastly
guitar, Teddy Borowiecki on key—
refuses categorization, and k.d. lang own."
That way slowly emerged as k.d. boards, percussionist Graham Boyle,
has made a habit of reinventing the
and Mink continued writing and re— drummer Randall Stoll and David
rules with each new release. But
Piltch on bass. Marc Ramaer, engi—
even given her penchant for risk—tak— cording, "circling in" as she puts it,
ing, the music ofAll You can Eat is on the right combination of sounds neer on previous k.d. lang albums, — |
to express the indefinable impulse serves as co—producer on All You
certain to leave listeners guessing...
impelling her. "We were moving Can Eat, along with the artist and
and gasping. Here‘s a whole new
Ben Mink.
side to k.d. lang—one she herself into a whole new area," she contin—
"I really let loose this time," con—
became aware of only in the act of ues. "Closer to dance and funk than
creation.
"Part of my motive going back
IT‘$ AS SIMPLE As
into the studio this time was to shake
off the expectations built up by In—
BLACK & WHITE
genue," she explains. That 1992 al—
BWMT
bum, which yielded the Number 1
(BLACK AND WHITE MEN TOGETHER)
smash "Constant Craving," not only
brought k.d. to the widest and most
INVITES YOU TO COME BEA PART OF
appreciative audience of her career,
OUR THANKSGIVING POTLUCK DINNER
it also redefined the appeal of
(TURKEY PROVIDED)
torchsinging for a new generation.
Ingenue was supported by an ex—
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER. 19
tensive slate of concerts throughout
2:00 P. M. :
North America and Europe and fol—
lowed by a new album of material
FOR QUESTIONS AND MEMBERSHIP
for the soundtrack to the Gus Van
INFORMATION PLEASE CALL
Zant film Even Cowgirls Get The
452—5894
Blues. It was a period of high pro—
HAPPY
HOLIDAYS
file activity that culminated with a
Grammy for Best Pop Female Vo—
cal Performance for "Constant Crav—
ing" (the video of which also landed
her an MTV award) as well as an
additional nomination for her work
with Tony Bennett on "Moonglow"
O
from his hit comeback album, Un—
plugged. Along the way, k.d. also
e}
picked up a SOCAN trophy, the
Mark Your
Canadian Songwriter‘s Award for
International Achievement and a
of my gross income generated by members
Brit Award in the U.K. for Best In— _
Calendars
and friends of the Gay & Lesbian
ternational Female Artist. All of
which might have been more than
Community will be donated to local
enough to satisfy any artist without
AIDS service organizations.
Aphrodite
k.d.‘s restless urge to grow and
change. But the
Ingenue
Presents
only served to set the stage for a sty—
That‘s
listic shift as startling and surprising
<.). C+
as any in her career.
Entertainment
After a well—deserved break, she
Phone: (901) 276—8800
and longtime producer and
Sun., Nov. 12
Home: (901) 276—2521
songwriting partner Ben Mink each
2220 Union Avenue
9 PM
built studios in their Vancouver
Memphis, TN. 38104
homes, getting away, as she puts it,
Amnesia
"from the industrial feel of most stu—
David C "ter, CRS, GRI
dios into something more comfort—
$5
able and organic." Songwriting
Broker / REALTOR
began in earnest in Mink‘s studio by
the fall of ‘94, switching to k.d.‘s
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Nashville STRAIGHT BI DAY: Mike, 32,
reg. bi guy, iso other reg. guys, educated and
discreet iso same for encounters during the
day: 29424
Nashville AM I THE ONE: John, 18, 511,
blonde/blue, like guys fun spontaneous, like
to spend time with me, and someone not
always real busy, and looking for someone
18—20, high self esteem, and single 29430

GRAB
THAT PHONE!
HERE‘S HOW IT WORKS:
1) To respond to these
ads & browse others
Call: 1—900—860—4868

3) To pick—up messages
rom your existing ad
Call: the 900 number &
Press the star key (*)

Questions Call: 1—415—281—3183

Madison LONESOME: Rick, GWM, 44, Ikg
for other males in the area, Ikg for a rel, with
a GM, younger 30s or 40s, like to go out to
eat, movies, someone to talk to, and have a
good time, maybe more— #9686

Recording your ad:
Figure out what you want to say
before calling in. Write down what
you want to say. Keep it short and
simple. Just ‘describe yourself and
for.

profil, dise, iso other Profil male, 28—45 who
would appreciate a caring rel,like movies,
plays, concerts, dining out, if you are

Nashville LONELY?: GBM looking to take
your loneliness away. Let‘s talk #10253

Nashville SOFTBALL PLAYER: Chris, int in
alot of things, softball for one of the bars, like
to meet 30—45, give me call— # 7613
7
T
T
Nashville LET"5 GET DOWN John, 6,
bind/blue, good shape, iso someone to have
fun with, not really Ikg for a rel, just wanna
get down! Iv a message— # 7651

Mlerested please call #7310
Memphis FITNESS MINDED: Jerry, 165,
5‘6, 46, discreet BM Profl, iso other Profil
males, fimess minded for serious friendshi
,
~ 504
€

Madison LTR NEEDED: GBM looking for
other GM who want to enjoy the finer things
in life besides bars. Please call me. #10401
Nashville COUPLE: GWM couple looking for
a "Little Brother". If interested, please leave us
a message. #10412
Nashville CHOCOLATE LOVER: 26,
BIWM, attractive, seeking a discreet/disease
free, aggressive Black Bi Male for evening
and weekend interludes. Discreteness a
MUST! Let‘s get together soon for some fun.
#10513

Our

computerized system will walk you
through the rest. Have a pen ready to
write down your box number.

Nashville CUB SANDWICH: GWM, 145,
57", 29, furry, brown hair, blue eyes,
‘stache, very attractive, looking for real people:
who have no barriers with age, race, money
or any other problem. HIV+ preferred. Leave
a message. #10871
Bristol UNDERCOVERS: GWM, 32, furry,
body builder, blonde hair, blue eyes, seeking
GWM 18—38 for fantasy fulfillment. Photo
exchange a plus. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Please leave a message. #10999
Nashville STUD NEXT DOOR: GWM, 25,
Vanderbilt student, brown hair, hazel eyes,
military looks, straight acting, seeking buffed
military/jock looking GWM 20—30 for
friendship/relationship. Whatever happens,
Happens! CALL ME. #211059
Camden CUSTOMER SERVICE: GWM,
6‘1", blonde hair, brown eyes, seeks GWM
under 40 for pleasure and adventure. Please
leave a message and I will contact you as
soon as I can. Satisfaction guaranteed.
#11099

Nashville ADVENTURE: Young GWM
looking for same for quiet evenings. Am very
attractive who needs aggressiveness and
gentleness. Call me. #29714

Nashville TALL GUYS: Brian, 6/4, 20,
bind/blue, Ikg for someone sim ht, 20—25
masculine acting, like to dance, go to clubs,
have a good time, give me a call— = 5604

Knoxville CANADIAN: GWM looking for fit,
muscular, masculine GWM‘s under 35 for fun
and excitement ©9936

Nashville MEET NEW FRIENDS: Scott, 32,
bind/blue, 185, just moved back to the area,
25—35 int in friendship, race not impt, give me
a call— thanks! # 7355

Nashville ANDRE: GBM says Life‘s Too Short
to miss out on the fun. Leave me a message if
you‘re between 19—25 and let‘s meet.
#10020
Knoxville BIG BOY: GWM male wants to
meet mature and discreet GWM between 18—
30 for discreet encounters. #10060

Bristol PEOPLE PERSON: Eddy, 5¢4, 319
brn/brn, people person, hiking camping
fishing and computers, looking for someone in
the area to talk, to give me a call— # 7424
Nashville CUDDLE WITH ME: Harrison, 26,
looking for someone to hold and cuddle with,
give me a call— # 7512

Eastern AMUSEMENT PARKS: Jack, Ikg
for friends and possible rel, 511 20 brn/brn,
mustache, mase, str actin, 37, cute, up to you,
int are wide and varied, like dining out, home
.. movies, theaters, theme parks Iv a message #
}* 7879
; Martin OUTDOORS AND MORE! Jeff, like
outdoors, like to meet someone to talk to
maybe more, give me a call # 8049
Memphis CUTE BLACK MALE, Lawrence,
cute GBM 24 6‘ 275, like dancing, romance,
theater sports, iso GWM 20—40 for friendship
poss more— # 26715
Nashville TURN UP THE HEAT: We are a
handsome stable GWC iso spec person to
make this hot summer even hotter, can you
stand the heat? you won‘t be disappointed#
8391

Memphis GREASE IS THE WORD:
BIWM, 30, attractive, not into bars/drugs,
very discreet, looking for other BWM‘s in
the area. Interested in having alot of fun with
the right person(s). Leave me a message.
#10549

Due to our large volume of calls,
if you can‘t get thru, simply try
yourcall later.

looking

Nashville 25 GWM, want to meet 30—45
athletic, interested in whatever happens =
7612

Clarksville ON GOLDEN BLONDE:
GWM, 29 yrs old, slim, blonde hair, blue
eyes, not picky, seeking GBM/GWM for
friendship, outings, and hopefully more.
Please leave a message for instant reply.
©10599

2) To record your FREE
Memphis personal ad
Call: 1—800—546—MENN
(We‘ll print it here)

what you‘re

Cleveland LONG HAIR: GWM seeks local
dudes 19—25 for friendship and more. Leave
me a message. #10212

Knoxville HIKING AND CAMPING:
Darrell, 61, 205 34, Ikg for WM 25—35, int
in hiking camping, workout, like to play
racquetball, give me a call— = 8696
Knoxville 20 COLLEGE STUDENT: 5‘1 1
«brn/brn 150 stracting, Ikg iso same, 20—23
have a good time party, be friends maybe
more if this is u, lv a message— # 7706
Nashville CHOCOLATE LOVERS, GWC 346
510, 195 26 6‘ 190, Ikg to experience some
top BM 30—40 for some hot fun times, Rick or
Ray— = 7868
Nashville JIM GWM 37, 6‘, 155, blk/dk
exion, iso GWM 18—35, looking for someone
to have fun with maybe more # 7945
Nashville 22 WM, BI, 511 brn/green, 185
muse build, broad shoulders iso someone to
show me thelife, take my time and have alot
of fun! # 7964
Nashville MARK, BWM 29 5‘10 175, masc,
hairy, clean discreet easy going iso passive Bl
or Gay male, for friendship and discreet fun—
# 8067

Nashville JUST ABOUT ANYTHING:
Harrison, 61, 215, love to do just about
anything, have fun, give me a call— # 8768
Knoxville UNIVERSITY OF
:
TENNESSEE: Sean, 26, new to area,
6‘1, 195, brn/blue, student at UT like
outdoors, swimming hiking, work out, iso
poss rel, give me a call # 9124
Knoxville LOTS OF ROMANCE: Tim, Profi
GWM 27, 559, It. brn/blue, 165, work out,
\ avg. build, diverse int, sports, adventure, quiet
eves, and lots of romance iso over 25 with a
great sense of humor, int in a rel, no one night
stands, # 9127

AR TAKE A GAMBLE, Jack, masc out
GWM 37, 511, 200, brn/brn; mustache;
romantic, cuddler, like dining, love to cook,
movies, theater and travel, iso WM 20—40
with good sense of humor and zest for life,
like the simple things— # 8551

Chattanooga DAYTIME FUN: Scott, 510,
185, Ikg to meet some friends, movies, bars,
like to party, give me a call.I work nights— #
8283

Memphis LOVE TO WRESTLE: Mike like
wrest{ing, have own work out room give me a
call! # 8606

W. Tennessee CARING RELATIONSHIP:
GWM, 33, 6‘2, 175, White collar healthy

Nashville MUSCULAR GUYS: Brian, 6/4,
20, bind/blue, gdlkg, looking for similar ht,
good build, 20—25, like short hair, mase guys
only, if u fit this description, give me a call.
#5604
Knoxville HOLE IN ONE: Charles, 6‘5, 235,
37, brn/blue, short beard, lots of interests,
outdoors, boating, golf, if you are interested,
give me a call. #5700
Nashville HARDBODIES: Lee, Ikg for
hardbodies, 25, 56, 125, blue/bind, into
movies, music, walks, Ikg for 20—30 for fun
times poss more, race not impt— #5888
Chattanooga WM, 40, like to meet anyone
between 27 up to 45, I‘m 58, 167 brn/brn
mustache Larry. #5990
Nashville DISCREET BM BI ISO WM 18—35
I‘m 35 dean and discreet, give me a call— #5993
Nashville YOU NEVER
KNOW.....Harrison, 25, 6‘1 looking for
someone to share with, go to movies, give me
a call, we might have something in common—
you never know— #6167
Nashville SPORTS BARS: 2 str acting GWM
27 new to area, ISO 2 str GWM 23—30 to
hang out with, like sports bar hopping and
eating out. no fems pls.! #6308

Nashville
SHOW
ME SOMETHING
NEW:
Zak,
6‘,
170,
27
GWM,
gdlkg,
Profl,
great
body,
liketimesmusicat dancing,
movies,for dinner,
intimate
home
looking
someoneto
share
my
interests
and
expose
meto
some
new things! #6327
KingsportMASCULINE
BLACK
MEN:
Richard,
22,
ISO
a
mase
BM,
well
end‘dgive
clean,
any
age,
I‘m
built,
clean
shaven,
mea call— #26432

Nashville STOCKY BLONDE: Roy GWM
looking for GWM in the area, 6‘5, 260
stocky, dk bind/blue, smooth, Ikg for someone
to become friends, poss more, if ur interested,
lv a message. # 8948

Nashville FRIENDS FIRST: This is Patrick 6‘
190 med exion mustache, into music, movies,
and some sports, iso companionship, friends
first, who knows what happens later, give me
a call— # 8104

Nashville WILD CHILD: Jesse, 19 wild child,
5‘8 brn/blue 170 GM, Ikg for best friend
maybe more, u, 19—25; ready to have fun,
let‘s go out and make the best of it—want
someone to be with me give me a call— #
8300

Jackson YOUNG AT HEART: Rob 48 59
165, bm/brn, professional, young at heart, It.
drinker non smoker, interested in guys in the
area, int in travel, theater, and dinners with
someone special. int in guys 30—40. if u fit the
description, call me! #5825

Memphis LOOKING FOR LITTLE
BROTHER: 511, 190, 46¢, 34w, brn/blue,
must mil Ikg, 35, str Ikg, acting, iso guy my
age or younger, muse young guy, like a little
bro, travel, canoe, hike, Profil educated, Iv a
message— # 8761
Memphis FOOT FUN: | have foot and dress
sock fetish, iso gay or bi WM 18—40— # 9087

ARE YOU MAN
ENOUGH?
LEATHERLINK
Hoffe
Siro (e

To‘vrespond‘jtq ads, browse unlisted ads, or retrieve messages. Only $1.99 Monies

M
CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercialads FREE,. Limit of30 words
(includingaddressorphonenumber) and
a $2.00 charge for the use of our P.O.
Box. Pleasespecifyifyou wantto use our
P.O. Box. Commercial ads are charged
at the rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00
minimum. Phonenumbersandzip codes
are free. Deadline for ads is the 15th of
each month. Send to Triangle Journal
News, Box 11485 Memphis, TN 38111—
0485. Classifieds must be submitted in
writing and must include your name and
a telephone number where you can be
reached to verify the ad. If you would
likeacopyoftheissueyouradappears
in, pleasesend$1.00to coverpostage.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TIN
announcements and classifieds will not
automatically bere—run. Announcements
and classifieds mustbere—submittedeach
month, inwriting, bythe 15th ofthe month.
Linda Weiss and Joyce McKeeman are
pleased to announce the amval of the new
falkwinter edition of the Heartland Books
Catalog. Heartland is a mail order company
run by Linda and Joyce out of their home in
rural Corinth, Vermont. Called The Catalog
forLesbians WhoLovetoRead) the beautiful
16—pageannotatedandillustratedpublication
features approximately 120 selections of
and non—fiction books as well as a selection
ofcards, calendars, andvideos. It‘s available
free to interested women by writing Linda
and Joyce atP.0. Box 1105A, East Corinth,
VT 05040—1106.
Brep & BREAKFAST
Bed & Breakfast—A Victorian home

furnished with antiques offers
accommodations to men and women.
Homeis located insmallTennessee River
town near Pickwick—Shiloh. Gourmet
country dinner with complimentary wine.
Area activities include: boating, walking
trails, antiqueshops, auctions. Your hosts
are available to assist with planning local
activities. Reservations: Mon—Thurs. (901)
278—5844, Fri—Sun (901) 687—3456.
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres
ofprivacy inafunvacation area. Exclusive
resortfor men &women. Hottub. Country
club privileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge,
Rt4, Box 155, EurekaSprings, AR 72632,
(501) 253—5283.
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa
1896. Locatedon Eureka Springs Historic
District loop close to downtown shops &
restaurants. Completely renovated for
comfort but still maintaining its old world
charm, elegance & romance. Picturesque
tree—covered hollow. The Arbour Gien,
#7 Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
(501) 253—9010.
Intropucrtions
HIV+ Singles Publication, safe and
confidential. Free copy, 36—word personal
ad, voice mail, and mail forwarding! Local
and nationwide! All life—styles. Gay, HIV+
owned and operated. Write: Interpoz+
Magazine, 564 Mission St., Box 415, San
Francisco, CA 94105, or call 1—800—820—
2948.
Massage SERviICcES
YOU
DESERVE
THE
BEST
California trained, certified bodyworker
offering therapeutic and sports massage.
1‘/, hours, by appointment, outcall only.
Personalized gift certificates available.

K

Meetings at
N
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379
Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open —
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm Discussion (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Wednesday 8:00pm Big Book Study
Friday
10:00 pm Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Thursday
7:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Sunday
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Friday
8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Simply a Meeting (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Monday
5:30 pm Discussion (Open)
Wednesday 5:30pm Discussion (Open)

Open Heart (Al—Anon)
Tuesday
Thursday

6:00 pm Discussion (Open)
5:30 pm Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Tues. of the month, Birthdays last Tues.)
Freely Speaking (All 12—Step Programs)
Thursday
9:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Living Today (HIV/Terminal iness Support)
Friday
6:30pm Discussion (Open)
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for
the promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a
special outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business ¥.
meetings are on the last ednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.
Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal Newy

mroe

s

Craig 10 a.m. — 10 p.m. (901) 278—9768. 100sofguysnationwide,21—80s. SASE: PO
MopeLs
Box 610294, Bayside, NY 11361—0294.
Al—American boy—next—door available for Young, lean muscle wanted. GWM, 34,
massage and/or modeling services. Very 511", 158#, in shape, dark features, seeks
attractive, masculine, swimmer, 6, 175#, discreet, comfortable encounters with
will help you release stress and tension. hardbodied, youngerGWM. Non—smoking,
Genuinelynice guywith noattitude. Calland diseasefree. InexperiencedOK. Sendphoto/
leaveyournumber,901—537—6772, anytime. description, phone to: Dept. S—10, PO Box
Cigar Smoking Biker and my nationwide 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
buddies get down—n—dirty from coast to
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE
coast. From TLCtoraunch, all callers18+
ror Leask
are welcome. 1—818—837—1859 24hrs.
Prime East Memphis Location.
Hot , tan, attractive, 38—year—old. Aman‘s Centerpoint, a private for—profit outpatient
man. Well—built, hairy chest, 541", 175#, counseling center, has professional office
all—around nice guy available for sensual space for lease. Prefer a licensed full—time
massage or modeling services. Calltoday mentalhealthspecialist(Ph.D., LCSW)
to setup your session with Rae: 901—489— or other health service provider.
8869. Out only. Available for travel.
Currentlyfull—time practitionersare
Cliff Heegel, Ph.D. (Counseling
PERSONALS
Alliance X—mas party coming soon. It‘s Psychologist), and Sharon Davis, MS
about time for the dungeon. The timid (Rehabilitation Counseling). At this
need not apply.
time the practice has a focus of adult
Attractive GWM, 31, 56", 130#, blond, and adolescent individual, couples,
graduate student, likes: computers, group, andfamily. Preferapractitioner
altemative music, progressive politics, New who may complement this focus.
Age, physical fitness, cute dudes. Write: Secure prestigious location. Nicely
appointed facility. Free parking, great
Jim, Rt, 1, Box 18, Gassville, AR 72635.
Black man, 5410"tall, 185#, nice personality, location, easy access. Overhead
clean, healthy, and oral. Would like to meet sharing. Call Cliff Heegel, Ph.D., at
a white or Black guy who‘s tall, healthy, and 767—1066 for further information. All
calls will be held in the strictest of
developamore intimate, relationship with. If confidence.
interested, please call Brandonat475—6891
Roommate
§
orwnite: P.O. Box63, Covington, TN 38019. RoommateWanted:Two bedroom, twofull
Cha—Ching—Rememberwhathappened baths, house w/extras. Inside 240 loop.
to Sampsonwhenhegotahaircut?Thank Local phone, utilities, cable included.
goodness you have that pet Yankee, $300/month. 682—6858.
Love—Mule.
GBF, 20, very mature. Lookingfor mature
intelligent mate. You must have goals for
the future. If you think your future plans
can include me, page me at 392—5156,
your code is #229.
GWM, 36, 210#, 6‘3", BL/BL, conservative,
decent, educated, fun—loving. ISO GWM,
25+withsamequalitiesfriendshiporwho
knows. Prefer non—smoker and toves life.
Write Dept.C—11, POBox 11485, Memphis,
TN 38111—0485.
Hot, no—strings—attachedfunsoughtbyGWM,
35, 59", 150#, BR, GR very employed. .
Smoke, drink, kinky, Bi, married OK. Nofats,
fems, or druggies. Prefer in—shape, 2141.
Call J.B.: 901—358—2089. Let‘s get together
and have fun.
I‘m a 29—year—old male, but I‘m told I look
18. I have my own money. I own my own
home ona2—acrelotin a smalltown south
of Corinth, MS. I am looking for a white
male 29 or younger. I am a preferred
bottom, but I like being a top sometimes
too. I would like to meet a serious man
who can prove he is HIV free. And a man
who can be discreet, because I live in a
small town. No flaming queens, no old
men. | want a serious young lover and
friend to share my life with. If you‘re good—
looking the better. I think you will be
pleased with my looks and my cut body
and girlish ass: I have never had a
complaint but I need a serious lover,
friend, relationship. Call me: 601—462—
5717. It‘s all good!
Small Endowed? Short in stature? Like us?

You were chosen by God
to be who you are —
gay, lesbian or
heterosexual.
The expression of
your sexuality is a gift from
God in making and
building of relationships.
INTEGRITY is a family
of Gays, Lesbians and
their friends within the
Episcopal Church.
INTEGRITY is a place to
find community and
support.
INTEGRITY offers
opportunities for growth,
prayer, friendship and
understanding.
INTEGRITY meets every
third Tuesday of the
month at Calvary
Episcopal Church, Memphis.
For more information, call
Calvary Episcopal Church
_|
A\
at 525—6602.
/

Buy a Subscription to the Mid—
South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.

12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for
the news.

NAME
ApporEss
city

STATE

ZIP

PHONE
Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485

Memphis, TN 38111—0485

A

s ul ern
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Biue Spruce, Lakeland 38002 ## 387—
Women‘s leather org. Box 1034,
campaigns, letterhead, etc. « 761—2980.
1567.
Collierville, TN38027—1034 @ 853—0347.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/ Tsarus: Leather—Levi club + Box 41082, Affirmation:
a (708) 733—9590.
AIDSService Organization» 1450 Poplar,
Memphis 38174—1082.
AIDS
Switchboard:
# 278—AIDS.
Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or # 272— U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay & Gay & Lesbian Hotline:
# 1—800—285—
. 0855.
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA
7431 (24 hr. help & information for
Gay and Lesbian American indians:
c/o Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
~ _(* Indicates TUNdistribution points.)
Lesbians, Gays, transvestites &
Information # 725—4898.
M 38152.
transexuals).
ADULT BOOKSTORES
GaysOffCleveland Street (GOCS): Social WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
Airport Bookmart®: 2214 Brooks Rd E. =
Group + c/o Sunshine Lounge, 1379
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 3811 1
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
345—0657.
Lamar # 272—9843.
j
# 678—3339.
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: = 728—
CherokeeAdult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar Gays Rejoicing & Affirmed in a Catholic
Wings: Social Club » Box 41784, Memphis»
GAYS + 7:30—1tpm.
a 744—7494.
f
Environment (GRACE): Support group
38174—1784.
LINC: # 725—8895.
:
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
for Catholics & their friends» Meets every
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
White Station ax 683—9649.
Thurs. with Liturgy 2nd & 4th Thurs.
r Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell « 454—
Information: « 725—5237. John.
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
& Crisis Intervention: # 274—
7765.
Girth & Mirth of Tennessee: Statewide DDT BBS: Gay owned & operated, Suicide
7477.
;
Paris Adult Entertainment Center®: 2432
men‘s social group for larger men & their
disswssion oriented, 14,400 baud #853— Transvestite—Transexual National
Summer # 323—2665.
admirers « P.O. Box 40773, Memphis,
1308.
$tl)ine:e(617)899-2212(8-2am,Mon.Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd #
38174—0773 @ 354—0155.
Second Wind BBS: Memphis, Adult
t.).
396—9050.
{
Holy Trinity Community Church*:
bulletin, computer modem speeds to
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—
LEGAL SERVICES
Worship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm;
16,8000 BPS # 276—8027.
4513
Bible study: Wed. 7 pm; 1559 Madison # The Personals: Gay computer bulletin Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At Law:
Tammy'l’s #4: 5937 Summer Ave. « 373Rt. 1, Box 255 A, Senatobia, MS 38668
726—9443.
®
board « 300 or 1200 baud # 274—6713.
5760.
# (601) 562—8738 or (901) 726—5281.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
COUNSELING SERVICES
The Hoglund Law Firm at Memphis: 165
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Madison, Ste 1813, Memphis 38103 #
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm c/oCalvary Kerrel Ard, BSW: Personal growth, spiritual
Alternative Restaurant & Lounge: 553
counseling, alternative healing # 725—
526—7526 (24 hrs).
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd = 525—
So Cooper # 725—7922.
4898.
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
6602
Amnesia*; 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
Union Ave ## 274—6824.
Apartment Club*; 343 Madison = 525— Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union # 726—
1284.
284
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 100
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
9491.
N. Main, Ste 2518 # 526—0809.
Autumn Street Pub*: 1349 Autumn Lambda Men‘s Chorus: 1698 Belvedere Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
Individual Therapy ## 458—7164.
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Ct., Memphis 38104 # 278—1 190 (Aaron
# 274—8010.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
Foster).
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street # 276—
family counseling, rebirthing #761—3435. Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 44 N.
LovingArms (SupportPartnersfor HIV+
5522.
Second, Ste 600, # 521—9996.
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
Clérb 501/505*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—
Ps
ical Counselor + Simmons, Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
the Med): Shelia Tankersley, P.O. Box
655.
man & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
3368, Memphis, TN 38173 # 725—6730.
CoffeeCellar®:3573
#320—7853.
Jason O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
Crossroads*: 102 N. Cleveland # 725— Memphis Center for Reproductive
,
PhD:
Licens
logist
806, # 523—8912
;
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave a 274—3550.
8156.
*
Centerpoint,
5180
Park
Ave.
Ste
150
#
Memphis
Gay
&
Lesbian
Community
David‘s*; 1474 Madison # 2784313.
767—1066.
Center (MGLCC)*: 1486 Madison,
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison @ 725—1909.
cas
%as‘sa‘ge.§§herapeutic touch and
Nikita‘s Bar & Grill*; 2117.Peabody Ave= sccond
f ule deli l , # 761—9178.
38174 # 726—5790.
preparation for movement. By
« 2721700.
appointment only. « 527—2273.
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274 Memphis Gay & Lesbian Sports K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101 # 726— Bodyrights: Therapeutic/sports massage
Association: c/o MGLCC, Box41074#
9794.
4586 » Sliding fee scale.
_ 728—GAYS or 458—6023.
by appointment. # 377—7701.
Pipeline*:1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Sunshine Lounge*: 1379 Lamar # 272— Memphis LambdaCenter®: Meeting place Northeast Mental Health Center: # 382« Jim Brymer, LMT: Muscle & deep tissue
3880.
for 12—step recovery programs + 1488
therapy, reflexology, Swedish
9843.
The Edge*: 532 South Cooper
Madison = 276—7379, 7264293, 527— Joyce Schimenti, LCSW: Individual & _ 521—6044, pager: 391—3176.
roup Counseling # 761—9178.
« 272—3036.
1461, or 327—3676.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
, MPS& Carol Schlicksu
WKRB in Memphis*: 1528 Madiso
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian, Susan
massage by appointment. # 761—7977
"MA: A center for personal growth. _ or Beeper 575—1230.
a 278—9321.
*
— Bisexual, &Transgendered Pride Events
Individual, couples group therapy ° Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
Western Steak House & Lounge: 1298
* Box 3956, Memphis 38173 #726—
mAlive! # 323—2078 + Sliding res
Madison @ 725—9896.
4867 or 276—5263, Dennis Kijowsksi.
massage by appointment. Please call
X—scape*: 227 Monroe # 528—8344.
10am—10pm « 278—9768.
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
FINANCIAL SERVICES
support group » c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
BOOKS & GIFTS
MEDIA
S1336 Brett Drive, Memphis, TN 38127— Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, Gay Alternative: Radio program, Mon.
eristem*: Feminist
re » 930 S.
accounting,estateplanning# 753—1413.
—
9136.
Cooper « 276—0282.
6:00—7:00pm, WEVL—FM 90, Box41773,
Donald Morgan Bookkeepi and Tax
Mid—South
AIDS
Mastery
Group:
David
Memphis 38174.
.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave,Ste 305 # Recovery Times: Free monthly news—
Whitehead # 324—4865.
SERVICES
458—0152.
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042,
paperfocusing onaddictions & recovery.
s Cleaning
ce: # 726—4211.
Memphis 38111—0042 #278—0961.
FLORISTS
Distributed in Memphis; Jackson; &
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
**
tic Krewe of hrodite: Box 41822, — Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, #274—5767, 1—
Nashville TN # (901) 377—7963. ©
a 745—3300.
emphis 38174—1822.
800—769—5767,
fax:
274—5688.
Triangle
Journal
News:
Monthly
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or National Organization for Women
Flamingo Flowers & Gifts: 3864 Macon
newspaper published by Printers Ink «
Residential, 24—hr. service, freeestimates
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174—
Road, Suite 2 # 452—0803.
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 #
a 327—6165.
0982 @ 276—0282.
4541411. _.
_C
White Glove Services: Home or Office New Beginnings (Adult Children of Flower Market of Memphis: 1523 Union
Ave. #274—8103.
— 388—3781.
MISCELLANEOUS
SERVICES
~
Alcoholics): Memphis Lambda Center Park East Florist: 6005 Park #761—2980.
Antique
Warehouse:
2563
Summer #
COMMUNITY GROUPS
a 276—7379 or 454—1414.
c
Sweetpeas: 665 Madison # 523—8635.
323—0600. :
UP/Gay Liberation Movement: # Parents& FriendsofLesbiansAnd Gays
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
Dabbles
Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper # 725—
226—6523 Call for meeting place &
(P—FLAG): Box172031, Memphis38187— Barr Photography:
Cal 12—7 + Jackie,
0521.
schedule.
*
2031 # 761—1444.
Nadine # 366—7920.
Dolls & Bears: Doll Shop — 3263
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA): Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center #
Bonehead
Creative:
1271
Poplar,
Ste
N Watkins # 357—8600. —
Memphis Lambda Center « 276—7379.
454—1414,
103, Memphis 38104 # 276—2101.
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis Riot GRRL: Womyninterested infeminism
Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 #
eteri—narian, Memphis Area
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
* Box 22354, Memphis 38111 @ 276— Graffiti
278—5002.
# (901) 465—2699. For
Alliance: Leather/levi club « 4372 Kerwin
0282 (Meristemé.
It‘s Done!:Typing,word
emergency care call # (901)
Dr., Memphis 38128.
Safeozlz-larbor MCC: Rob Morgan #272—
service—resumes,
thesis,
manuscripts,
Aloysius Home, inc.:28 North Claybrook,
1022.
etc. « 7954308.
Einsls‘sggﬁ
Md,
ic MaleMale im;Imagery):)
Memphis 38104 « Mailing address: Box. Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
JRP Specialties: Photo business cards &
PhotoSets
RoyalSt#307,
41679, Memphis 38174—1679 # 274— sum? I£76737?“or 45:3 4136
distinctive
nature
photography
«
Joe
NewOrleans,
LA
70116or PO
8321, Dr. Jim Shaw.
rm Country Memphis: Country
Pfeiffer = 272—1207.
§
Box 40691, Memphis, TN
AmericanGayAtheists (AGA) Memphis:
Western Dance Club # 278—9321 or Printers1 Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—
88174 # 320—7723.
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
274—8655.
David
Gairhan:
A/C,
Black & White Men To
er (BWMT): Southern Sisters: Support group for _ 411.
RK Photo: BM & Color photo services.
refrigeration& appliancerepair
‘Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157
transexual women (male to female) #
Business, event, personal photography.
# 274—7011.
a 452—5894.
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
&
post card advertising = 452—2766.
Great American Cruises, Inc.:
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: \ Stonewall MissionChurch:AProgressive
Portraits & photography ## 327—
Cruise Travel Agency,
3139 Choctaw Ave. # 323—3111.
Christian Church « Sun. Service 6:30 See-656
3760.
Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
.m., meets attheCenter, 103 Berry Rd., That‘s CertainlyGraphics: Resumés, ad
Second « 525—5302.
Square Dance Club » MeetsThurs., 7pm
ille, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
Gypsy‘sVintageFashionsand
Prescott Memorial BaptistChurch—3956 Tennessee Leather Tribe: Men‘s &
The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
"herein have requested to be listed, buthave
not been charged. All phone numbers are
area code 901 unless otherwise noled.

“if

ya

X

m

*

s

#

Antiques: 2018 Court, (in the Mid—Town
Flea Market).
Have BarWill Travel: Bartendingfor private
functions Lisa Gray(The Peabody Hotel)
# 726—5910.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes a 682—0855.
Kings Interior Painting: # 745—3300.
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, «r 272—
2853.
:
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales,
service & repair, Heating & A/C. ® 1447.
National, # 327—6887, 327—7395.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*:
Antiques, Art, Painted & Unusual
Furnishings « 960 South Cooper # 725—
0049.
>
Not Quite Paris*: Art, Antiques, Furniture
+1737 Madison # 274—3736.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or _
housesitting bycompetent, caringcouple
# 726—6198.
Quality Electronics: Gary Lewis, 1490
Getwell « 363—5554.
Quality Furniture: Gary Lewis, 1490
Getwell = 363—5554.
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis =
Business: 377—1075, Home 375—9584
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
facility rental « Michael Sanders # 948—
3998
®
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave =
272—STAR.
The Bolo Bartender: Steve Wesson ©
g; St. Elmo, Memphis 38127 # 358—
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and — —
liesbianCommunity,4646Poplarn682170.
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop &
GroomingSalon 3700 S. Mendenhall #
794—3047 or365—9716. _
£
WhittingtonTree & Lawn Service: Sandra
& Troy Whittington # 685—8410. Free
estimates, 24 hr. service.
©
IREAL ESTATE SERVICES

W: 1%4 LooneyAv’e. #525
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Realty: » 854—0455.
KrisPelts,AffiliateBroker, DeCaroRealty:
5545 Murray Road Suite 100# 767—3100.
Steve SolomosgbAfﬁllate Broker, Swell] &
Company:
54S. Cooper#278—4380, Fax.
2784390.
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE ©
LOCATIONS
: 3402 Poplar Ave. = 323—9332
-Ciggu2I1tPlayhowe:1705FoplarAve.n726
Davis—Kidd Booksellers inc.: 397 Perkins
Rd. Ext. # 683—9801.
Madison Ave.News & Tobacco, Co.: 1865
Madison z 726—5118.
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
Squash Blossom Market: 1720 Poplar —
4823
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Rd S. # 682—3326.
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